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ONE certain way in which we can
learn something is by going and
viewing somebody else's collection
of mechanical musical instruments.
Even in what may at first appear
to be but a mundane selection of
instruments there is, in my exper-
ience at least, somthing which will
be unfamiliar. some hitherto un-
recognised feature, or an unusual
musical programme.

Viewing sales at Sotheby's and
Christies can for the same reason
prove to be a highly educational
process.

But what happens when we go
abroad and see the items which
make up the indigenous collec-
tions? It can often be very reveal-
ing. As a point in illustration, the
so-called Dawkins or National
boxes are found widely in England
whereas directly attributable boxes
to Ami Rivenc seldom are.
Thibouville-Lamy boxes are o,ften
found with the various Woog
marks, but rarely L'Epee. In Europe
and America, on the other hand,
the situation is reversed and styles
of tune-sheet and even the box itself
are found which differ from those
to which we are accustomed.

Whereas the situation with Euro-
pean boxes centres mainly on the
whims and the practices of whole-
salers and distributors (i.e. Poly-
phons and Reginas bearing Nicole
Freres labels), the majority of boxes
we find fit into a known picture.
The English-cased disc-machines
and cylinder boxes are readily
identifiable and we do not need to
study the mechanisms too closely.

However, what we find in
America is a situation where, as
regards musical boxes originally
sold on the American market, there
seems often very little that we
should take for granted.
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One particular musical box in the
Walt Bellm collection in Sarasota,
Florida. will serve to demonstrate
the point. Here is an American-
cased mechanism with a gilded,
smooth-iron bedplate, a double
snail to impel the cylinder evenly
for tune-changing, a horizontal
Mermod type governor assembly-
and a fan which is of the type in-
vented and patented by Langdorft.
The mechanism is attributed on the
tunesheet to J Cuendet.

Another oddity is represented by
a second Bellm box whose tune-
sheet and plaque is illustrated on
page I74. Bremond is the tune-
sheet (bearing the stamp of a
Boston distributor), Ami Rivenc is
the manufacturer (says the silver
plaque) and, while looking in the
box in September I discovered an
instruction sheet hand-written on
Ami Rivenc's letterhead. This
advised: " Repairer in New York:
Charles Gonon, 66 Nassau Street."
Did Rivenc make or just factor?
Is it a Bremond exclusive tune-
sheet or was it used by others as
well?

I am inclined to the opinion that
importers such as Henry Gautschi
of Philadelphia, facot, Paillard and
Cuendet of New York and others
acted as musical box assemblers,
buying standardised, production
components from Switzerland. We
know that movements were
imported rather than complete
boxes as the parts carried a lower
rate of import taxation.

If my supposition is correct, then
it could be that the true American
market musical box was made up
out of bits from many makers, the
final tune-sheet being that selected
by the importer-assembler,

There is obviously much careful
investigation to be carried out on
this subiect, research which can
only really be done in America,

continued on page jj6



PIANOHARPA
bv Bill Lindwall

THE
ANDERSSON

THERE were only two basic types
of self-acting instrument actually
designed and manufactured in
Sweden. The first, and the one
which survives in the most num-
bers, was the Nystrom Reform-
Orgel, described in an earlier issue.
The second was the pianoharpa or,
in English form, the Piano Harp.
Although it would ibe nice to claim
for Sweden that this was a revolu-
tionary form of instrument, one
has to admit that its design was
obsolete bv the time it was
patented : there had been numer-
ous instruments along similar
principles in use elsewhere within
Eu,rope for a very long time.

The Piano Harp was the inven-
tion of I. F. Nilsson but its de-
velopment was due to the work
of the brothers Andersson who
were granted a Swedish patent for
the instrument (patent number
2239 of August 13, 1889).

I am particularly pleased to be
able to present this story in The
Music Bor since I was unable to
supply the relevant information for
the excellent Bowers' Encyclopedia
of Automatic Musical Instruments.

Anders Gustaf and .Jones
Wilhelm Andersson lived in the
tiny village of Niishult outside the

small town of Vetlanda in the
south of Sweden. Thev we're car-
penters and had a- workshop
wherein they produced domestic
furniture and similar utilitarian
articles. At this time, Sweden was
still a somewhat impoverished
nation whose economv centered on
its agriculture. So liard was the
peasant style of life that many
Swedes left to seek their livelihoods
elsewhere. This was the time when
the immigration of the Swedish
people to America began. Most
people lived poorly and under
extreme circumstances. It was at
this time when the Anderssons
produced their Piano Harp.

Poor sound production

Understanding these conditions
it becomes esay to realise just why
the appearance of the Piano Harp
was so unattractive. Possiblv
because of the lack of technology
and experience, this would also
explain why the instrument suf-
fered from poor sound-production.
This is not to decry the efforts of
Andersson but simply to state the
Iact.

With such a dubious national
economy, one might feel that the

Andersson's venture into mech-
anical musical instruments would
have proved unwise but, in fact,
the opposite was the case. Demand
for the instrument turned out to
be rather big for those days and
quite a number of Piano Harps
were produced. For this reason,
there ought still to be a small
quantity of them around in Sweden
and, possibly, in Western Europe
also.

Andersson actually called his
instrument " street piano " which
probably is a more accurate name.
It is, in truth, possible that the
Piano Harp had been produced
over many years before 1889 and
it is also feasible that the prin-
ciple for the design was copied
from similar instruments from the
London maker, T C Bates and Son
who made a mechanical dulcimer.
It is significant that patents were
not appled for the instrument itself,
but for two specific mechanical
features that Mr Andersson
designed himself.

The instrument was very shal-
low in depth and for this reason
the design employs a style where
the keys are in effect bent down-
wards to minimise the total height.
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This was the first improvement
patented.

The second concerned a rotat-
able bar which enabled the keys
to be depressed slightly so as to
increase the distance between the
hammers and the strings. In fact
this operated as an adjustable rest
rail so making it possible to moder-
ate the volume of sound produced.
An examination of the patent draw-
ing shows how this bar, f, turned
by knob g, depresses the strip d
by means of the cam e. The strip
d is attached to the hinged rail c
which runs beneath all the trail-
ing ends of the hammers. By
raising this rail, the ends of the
L-shaped hammers, a, are lifted up,
so backing the key-points away
from the barrel pins slightly. The
sound is thus softened through the
shorter stoke applied to the ham-
,rner by the barrel pin and the
softer blow occasioned bv the

The actual inventor of the Piano.
harpa as an instrument tylte ap-
pears to have been I F Nilsson of
Oster Korsbergq Lemnhulg Sax-
hult, one of whose instruments is
shown lefL It makes good com-
parison with Andersson's slimmer
and befter - styled variant thre
patent for which is shown at the
top of this page. Bill Lindwall says
that Nilsson had no patents but
believes that he was a friend of
Andersson. He adds that the
Nilsson instruments have shorter
barrels and are of a poorer quatity.
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weighted hammer on the 
".rd 

of it"
hammer wire.

The Piano Harp measuies 76cm
high, 93cm wide across the front,
and 49cm deep from front to back.
The keyboard has 18 notes, these
being g, a, h, c, d, e, f, g, a, h, c, d,
e, f, g, a, h, c.

The crank handle at the front
of the case rotates the pinned
wooden barrel which has a
diameter of l0.5cm and a length
of 64cm. By moving the barrel
slightly to the left or to the right
one changes the tune very easily.
There are twelve tunes to a barrel.
Most barrels featured the popular
music of the period but there were
exceptions: for instance, there
were barrels with only hymns or
Swedish folk tunes. [n the old
catalogue Index to the barrels for
Piano Harps we find melodies item-
ised for ten difierent barrels.

Schoolchildren workers
The production of the instru-

ment was characteristic of the cot-
tage industries of the time and
more so was a time-consuming
business. The task of hammering
the pins into the barrel, for
example, was carried out by school-
children. The Piano Harp was
designed to look like a table and
thus it was exactly the right height
for anybody who wanted to play
it. Its appearance might possible
account for the reason why it came
to be used as a central place upon
which to place the family china.

From the patent drawing Figure
I we can see how the sounding
board was made. The pin block
(wrest plank) was of wood and
there was no metal frame. This
meant that it was a very difficult
instrument to keep in tune and
the changes in temperature aftected
it very much.

We have here in Sweden a
musical box collected called Oscar
Sandqvist. He is over 70 years old

Top: The extremely slim and some-
what austere proportions of the
Andersson Pianoharpa. are dermon-
strated in this view which shbuld
be compared with the Nilsson in-
strument on the preceding pa.ge.
A detail of the barrel cog end of
the soundboard is shown in the
second picture. This shows the
shape of the brldge, tlle dead por-
tion of the string listing' and the
loop stringing at the hitch-pin end.
The slender dimensions of the
barrel are revealed in the next
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The picture above shows details of the construction dnales-ign offiE
ber. hand written. aDDeats on the wood hlock fo fhe irnmedirio riohr nber, written' _appears on the wood block to the immediaie righn of the barrel cog end is-shown lower lefL

num-

These details can be conpared with thc drawing on page fli w"Ucn is taken fron"the Swedish pui*C fn"wordins of tlis nefenf dnes nnt chim for Andaicc^- ?r.i+ r.^ iarraa+ar +L^ .. ^^ ^^rr^,r -:--^-u---^-, 
-i-l-t--r--

Htd,Tg-.-9| llj:-ry"1f 1* Tor. claim lor Andertson ihit he invented the " so-callea pianonarpas', 
-i-pfvi"g

that it was already a known instument
and lives not far from Vetlande.
He knew a nephew of the Anders-
son brothers who died this Spring,
himself 70 years of age. This mah
told Sandqvist quite a lot about the
early

As
to he
rels after he had finished school
for the day. He is also certain
that only ten barrels were made
for the instrument and that when
an instrument was sold, it was
accompanied with three barrels.
Llnfortunately the soft wood from
which barrels were made was prone
to infestation by wood worm and
many instruments became so dam-
aged from worm holes that they
were thrown out. This is why only
a few are known today.

At some time the Andersson

brothers appear to have tried to
produce a barrel organ using the
same basic principles as the Piano
Harp. They installed 50 pipes in
the case and a pair of bellows. I

type of this
that I hope

h illustrate
this were taken for me bv Claes
Hjelm.

that the instrument has a relativelv
low height so that it can be madi
in the form of, for instance, a
window-table, and second that its
volume of sound can be moderated.

On the drawing attached, Fig I

shows the instrument in side eleva-

first is that the keys a in front are
bent at an angle downwards and
the playrng barrel b attached
accordingly. Thus the playing bar-
rel will be played more directly
opposite the keys or lower tlan
when the keys ars shaped in the
usual manner. The total height of
the instrument will thus be dim-
inished.

The arralgernent to modify the
sound of the instrument is made
up of a frame c located under ttre
keys, pivotable around end-pivots
and hinges through the turning of
which the keys are up-lifted so
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Points for the buyer
Naucy Fratti offers good advice to beginners

BECAUSE of tle ever-glowing interest
in musical boxes there is a need for
a guideline on things to look for when
contemplating the purchase of any
music box. While not all inclusive. this
article covers the basics of buying a
musical box.

No matter how " perfectly " some-
one tells you a box is running, it can't
possibly be considered perfect unless it
has been professionally restored in the
last 7-10 years. Basically, tle only way
you can teU a restored box is, of
course, by the polished movement.
However, a polished movement does
not mean tlat it was " restored ". It
could have been cleaned up iust for
the purpose of selling.

A box that runs well when dirty will
not necessarily run well after it has

been cleaned. I refer here specifically
to the governor. After cleaning 40 or
50 years of accumulated dirt out of the
bushings you will often find that tley
need complete rebushing. You will also
find that removal of the dirt has ac-
centuated the wear on the worm and
worm gear and tlat the comb "clicks"
after you've cleaned the dirt oft. This
is due to the star wheels falling into
the worn grooves in the teeth which
were once filled with grime.

When conrtemplating purchasing a
non-working box be sure all the parts
are there ! This may seem like need-
less advice, but I have seen people
buying boxes with drive gears missing,
replaced spring barrels that were the
wrong size, star wheels missing etc.
Remember too that 99"/o of the re-

that the hammers will be at a
further distance from the- strings
and thus the strength of the their
impact on the strings is diminished.
To turn the frame c, an arm d is
attached to its end, the far end of
which runs under an eccentric e
attached to an axis f that runs
through the side of the instrument
case and terminates on the outside
with a knob g so that the sound
can be lowered during PlaYing.

Left is a reproduction of the
original PianoharPa. tune list as
published by Andersson. OnlY ten
fuarrels were erver made for this
instrumenL All Pictures bY Claes
Hielm save the Nilsson which is
bv Christie's South Kensington.

olacement parts for music boxes have
io be individuallv made for that par-
ticular box.

Don't let the brand name, or lack
of it, enhance or discourage the pur-
chase of a box. There are some well-
known names such as Bremond, Baker,
Nicole, Regina, Mira and a few others
that can be counted on for being fine-
oualitv manufacturers. However, there
ii eood. bad and mediocre in almost
all -brands. Since it is virtually im-

don't assume it can never be brought
back to original condition. If a box
seems to be restorable, the only way
to iet an accurate repair estimate is
to ask a professional music box re-
storer . . , not the corner jewelry store
watch repairman and not a clock re-
pairman. There is no such thing as a
$50 restorationl!!

If a box is out of tune OadlY)
don't expect anyone to be able to tune
it again. ln some cases it can be done,
but not often.

The number of tunes a cylinder box
plays has ,no relation to the quality
or value of the box.

In disc boxes. some machines are
harder to get discs for than others,
and others are next to impossible. A
few brand name discs are interchange-
able with others but as a general rule
you will have to hunt for just about
any disc other than those for the
standard Regina and other more popu-
lar machines. Rare sizes or exotic
types of disc machines, while intrigu-
ing, are not necessarily desirable if
discs are not available for them.

In the end, it should be your own
discrimination that chooses your next
acquisition, If you arg in doubt, there
are enough reliable, professional
dealers in this field for you to call on
for advice.

Happy hunting !
This is an extract from a most useful

little pamphlet published bg Nancg
Fratti which details manA of the
problems awaiting the unwary pur-
ihaser. Copies for two 13 cent stamps
to Panchronia Antiquities, PO Box 73,
Warners, New York 13164.
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THE
AT-]TOMATON
HOOKAH
SMOKER
byAJLIl-right

TO THE Victorians, the sight of a Turkish
gentleman in National costume smoking not
just tobacco but the apparent complexity of
a hookah would have been excitement indeed !

Small wonder, then, that the makers of auto-
mata should select this as a subject for their
craft. Like so many pieces of this genre, the
mcehanism appeared very simple, yet was
superbly evolved

AN AUTOMATON that smoked
was always popular in the Victor-
ian era, perhaps because of the life-
like way in which it inhaled and
exhaled clouds of smoke with
serene deliberation. Such automata

Khedive ", defined rather surDris-
ingly Chambers' Dictionary as'lThe
title (1867 - l9l4) of the Viceroy
of India ".

The version described here is
some l8in high and can be ascribed
to Lucien Bontemps who usually
provided a key incorporating his
initials. In this instance the key
has a hollow shank with an internal
thread which screws on to the
winding spindle.

Inhales smoke
When set in motion by a small

rod acting on the governor blades,

hookah bowl glows brightly. Then
as he lowers his right arm he
raises his head, turns it to his left,
luxuriously blows out a cloud of
smoke and bends his head forward
again to sip delicately from the cup
which his left arm advances and
tilts towards his mouth. Much re-

freshed, he lowers the cup and
turns his head back to resume his
smoking.

The
diagra
anlsm
ment
made for greater clarity. May
"LB" forgive me for this !

The motor is quite conventional
as used in very many automata
but is slightly unusual in having

the main spring open and not in-
side a barrel. The main wheel
drives an auxiliary spindle carry-
ing four cams for operating the
head and arm movements and a
single-tune musical movement is

The device whereby the Turk ap-
pears to inhale and exhale the
smoke. Note the pneumatic
motor, used here as a force bel-
lows, and the connecting rubber
tube. The adiustable linkages with
their many holes suggest a degree
of component standardisation.
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Schematic drawing showing the layout and the function of the vartious ,parts of the auto,maton

also driven from the main wheel.
The intermediate spindle of the
governor train is extended outside
the motor frame to mount a crank
for oscillating tle bellows.

The operation of the rods and
levers from the cams to the.head
and arms is quite straighfforward
and can be followed from the dia-
gram. The mechanism for turning
and tilting the head is made in a
single unit much neater than the
diagram indicates and the same
unit is found in many other auto-
maton dolls. It seems likely that
such units were supplied to build-
ers of automata by specialist
manufacturers. The movement of
the left arm is ingenious in produc-
ing two apparent motions from one
operating rod. As tfie arm moves
towards the head it also tilts the
cup and this is achieved by careful
placing of the pivots of tlte rod
-onnecting the fixed upper part of
the arm to the moving lower Part.

The smoking mechanism is
simple but eftective and indulges
in 1 little deception since the
Indian does not, in fact, inhale
throush tfie mouthpiece at all. The
moveible limb of 

- the bellows is

crank operated to give regular
opening and closing movement.
Towards the end of each in and
out action it alternately pulls and
pushes a wire lying across the tops
of the two limbs. By means of a
small crank and rod this moves a
lever on the fixed limb from side
to side and this is connected
through a squared shaft to a valve
inside the bellows to rotate it
through a limited arc so that it
alternately covers one or other of
tno pipes inserted in the fixed
limb.

Thus, on the opening stroke of
the bellows, smoke is drawn in
through the inlet pipe from tle
bottom of the hookah, the valve
covering the outlet pipe to the
Indian's mouth. As the bellows
reaches the end of this sboke it
pulls the wire so as to slide the
valve over to cover the inlet PiPe.
As the bellows closes it therefore

closing stroke the wire is Pushed
back and so moves the valve to
cover the outlet PiPe once again.

Whilst each part of the mechan-
ism it quite simple and sometimes
crude in consbrrction, the ingen-
uity of the design is in the relative
sequencing of the cams coupled
with the choice of gearing to the
trala drives. However. it seems the
amplitude of eaoh movement is
nearly always determined by trial
and error in the final assemply
stage and this automaton, like
many otlters, has overlong cam
levers with several alternative
holes for attaching the operating
rods. O

continued from page 329

although there may be some records
still in Switzerland. My comments
here are but conjecture. Some-
body should delve deeply into this
matter while there may still be
some available information or even
recollection.

Much of this issue of. The Musb
Bor has been prepared in the office
of our Vice-President Hughes
Ryder in Surnmit, New fersey, who
kindly hosted your editor during
his'recent visit Stateside.

ARTHURWIGORD.HUME
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Harmoniphone Restoration
by Jim Colley

THE writer has recently com-
pleted the restoration of an organ
box bv Ducommun Girod. It is
called 

- a Harmoniphone and the
tune sheet was reproduced in Vol
8 No 6 of the fournal.

There can be no dispute as to
the maker for the name is clearly
engraved on the flat of the winding
handle. The number stencilled on
the case bottom is the same as
that on the tune sheet. So it all
started life together. Yet a closer
examination shows some very odd
features.

First, there is the organ. Instead
of being mounted so that the
stickers pass through holes in the
bedplate, the bracket through
which they pass is screwed to the
wooden top of the bellows. The
makers have used a standard width
chassis instead of the wide type
usually found. Second, the organ
has 16 keys but there are 17 holes
in the sticker support bracket and
17 reeds. The cylinder is pinned
for 16 keys and it looks as if some-
one found almost too late that
there just was not enough room
between the bracket and the end of
the comb for another key.

The spring bar,rel is 2lin in
diameter but the spring width is
only one and a half inches. A
strong left hand is needed to wind
the spring fully as the winding
handle is rather short. Again, the
use of a small chassis has made
this necessary.

Strange feature
Now we come to an even

stranger feature. The glass inner
lid covers the 'motor and extends
right to the back of the case.
There is no fretted panel to allow
the sound to escape, so the box
needs to be played with the lid
raised. There are slots cut into
the front and back of the case to
receive the usual partition over the
motor but if this were present it
tvould foul the lid, which itself
seems to be original. Also, the're
are no slots in the control Panel
which would be there if the box
had had a narrower glass lid at one
time.

There seems little to suPPort
the cover boards at front and back
other than pressure on theiir edges
from tlte case. Yet the case itself
is a blaze of coloured inlaY and
brass stringing, both on the front

Early reed-organ accomlraniment cylinder boxes used the style of bellows
known as " french feeders " having a hinged centre board moving between
two fixed boards so providing two wind chambers. |im Colley's unusual
and undoubtedly early specimen is seen here. Insot top ilght is the
Ducommun Girod stamp on the winding handle.

and on the lid. Much of the
coloured rnaterial had curled up
but was still in position. It clearly
was not wood and it took some
time to find out that it consisted
of coloured sheet gelatine.
Although quite hard, a piece of the
material could be softened in hot
water and when touched with a
hot iron gave oft a smell of burn-
ing bones. Gelatine treated in the
same way gave off the same smell.

It may finally be noted ttrat the
governor flies are of the normal
type and do not make use of cen-
trifugal force to slow down the box
once it has pumped up sufficent
air to sound the first notes of the
melody. Perhaps this box pre-dates
the development of the sPecial
organ tyPe governor.

Perfornance
The performance of the box is

now most satisfying as the organ
plays th
provides
97 teeth.
selected
the organ, the pieces varying_in
tem,po. One tune occurs at a dif-

ferent place on the tune sheet than
it should but this seems a small
maffer after some of the otler
peculiarities.

Produced in a turry
I think that this organ box was

produced in a hurry for display at
an.exhibition, maybe that held in
London in 1851. Perhaps the
makers were anxious to show that
they, too, were capable of creating
an organ box using their skill and
what standard components, such
as the normal chassis, were to
hand. This would also explain the
very elaborate case and their name
placed so prominently upon the
winding lever.

The restoration has included
persuading the reed pallets to
operate without sticking, the
recovering of the organ bellous
with the much valued assistance
of member David Walch of Bristol,
extensive work on the governor,
the replacement of quite a few
organ bridges and the correction
of the mistakes of some earlier
repairer as well as the refurbishing
of the case. O
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MI-]SICAL BOX ODDMENTS
byHAVBulleid

OFTEN there is a regrettable lack
of information on tune sheets, and
yet extreme irritation can be
caused by those gratuitous addit-
ions to them which are often care-
lesslv scrawled and in anachronistic
blue- ink and of dubious accuracv.
A neater solution to the problem
is to prepare a separate card,
sized to fit neatly beside the wind-
ing lever or in the key compart-
ment, and on it to write . . .

l. details of the musical box
2. additional notes for each

tune, and
3. (on the back) Aour name,

dates of purchase, 'repairs,
etc.

What additional notes ? Well,
there are three things people often
like to know about the tunes,
namelv . . .

l. -nationality and life span of
composer

2. source and date of each tune
3. comments.

You will be rather lucky if all
this information is readily avail-
able, so leave room to add items
that come to hand in the future.
If you recall how fascinating it is
to find and read an aPt comment
written a hundred years ago, you
will be spurred on to adding such
notes. For example, if your box
olavs ?oi oue I'oiseau from the
op6ra Williim Tell (first performed
1829) by Rossini (1792-1858) it is
worth noting that this tune is now
better known as The Scottish
Soldier.

Composers
A COMPOSER frequently named
on tune sheets in the period 1845
to 1880 is |ullien. He wrote a vast
number of dance tunes and quad-
rilles but is best remembered as

the showman-conductor who first
enlivened the London Promenade
Concerts in 1840 and then conduc-
ted them with unrivalled panache
until 1859, setting the tradition
which was next re-kindled bv
Henry Wood in 1895.

]ullien was born at Sisteron in
the French Alps in 1812, while his
parents and three sisters were
travelling from Rome to Paris.
Delayed by the birth, his father
played the violin for the local
Philharmonic Society, the thirty-
six members of which all insisted
on standing as godfather to the
baby. That is why young ]ullien
was enriched with 36 christian
names (not all different) of which
the first was Louis. It was a suit-
able prelude to a life full of amaz-
ing incidents, true and apocryphal,
both sorts well described in the
Life of lullien by A Carse, 1951.

After a musical childhood and
service in the French Navy, fullien
\4ras accepted as a student of the
Paris Conservatoire about 1833;
but he was irked by the formal
part of the studies and, helped
initially by Rossini, quickly became
notorious as a conductor of spec-
tacular concerts which were the
talk of Paris in the period 1836-38.
They included fireworks and can-
non, and the noise caused brushes
with the police and excellent pub-
licity. Nor was the ]ullien private
life tame; a dispute about the
authorship of his waltz Rosifa led
to a dual in which he came oft
secon-best but unabashed.

]ullien first conducted in Eng-
land at Drury Lane in june 1840;
and by 1843 he was fully estab-
lished as the maestro of the Pro-
menade Concerts. His great suc-
cess lay partly in his own person-

ality as a flambuoyant conductor,
partly in his combination of
popular and high-brow music,
partly in his fine orchestras with
top-line performers, and not least
in his own topical music : his
numerous quadrilles included the
British Nauy (with four military
bands), the Great Exhibi,tion, the
Siege of Sebastopol, and Les
Huguenots which had a battle and
conflagration in its fifth movement
and was based on Meyerbeer's
opera. jullien never minded bor-
rowing, with acknowledgement,
other composers' tunes. These
musical successes, coupled with a
likeable and extrovert personality
and a taste for colourful sartorial
eftect, made ]ullien very popular
and very newsworthy and good
material for Punch who, in a typ-
ical 1845 cartoon, showed him
tearing his hair when Queen Vic-
toria was rumoured to have banned
the polka. His corresponding
financial success was boosted by
his music shop at 3 Maddox Street,
where his signed sheet music
figured prominently and was often
advertised in The Times.

From fuly 1853 to fune 1854
]ullien made a triumphal Ameri-
can tour, giving over 200 concerts
and getting superb Press notices
and earning around $15,000 per
month.

On three occasions ]ullien de-
parted from his metier as conduc-
tor-cum-entertainer, each time with
disaster. In December 1847 he
launched a season of Grand Opera
at Drury Lane, and became bank-
rupt in February 1848. In 1852 he
produced his own opera, Pietro il
Grande, at Covent Garden but it
only ran for five performances and
he lost €16.000. In 1865 the new

The Inquisitive Budgie . . . by Arthur l{eap

Singing birds are all very well, but put a mechanical one alongside a real live one and consternation can most
certainly be expcted on tlre part of one (or both) of the birfu. Arthur Heap's budgerigar found the bird box
a bit too much to take. However, the small interchangeable cylinder bo4 right, proved more accE table to his
likings. The little box warrants more description: see tte facing page.
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S,r.."y Garden Company engaged
him for five years as musical direc-
tor and conductor for their grand-
iose project of a 10,000-seater
concert hall; but after one mislead-
ingly good season it failed, causing
another severe loss to |ullien. He
also sufiered the loss of many of
his music manuscripts in the fire
which gutted the Covent Garden
Theatre in March 1856. Each time
he came back fighting.

f ullien's last London season
ended in December 1858 and rated
a farewell ode in Punch. After a
provincial tour he returned to
Paris and started planning a world
tour for 1860; but he had a mental
break<lown and died in March a
few days after being admitted to
an asylum.

His tunes found on musical
boxes include Rosita, OIga, and
many other waltzes and polkas, and
parts of quadrilles such as the
Sebastopol March. Nicole 8-air
boxes dated around 1860 are found
with as many as three |ullien tunes,
and his name appeared in print on
the scrolls of some tune sheets.
His biographer A Carse regretted
that this eminent man was for-
gotten. But is he ? One hears his
music, and sees his name on all
these tune sheets, and he even gets
remembered in The Music Box !
Tune Change Cam
MOST cylinder musical boxes,
both key wind and lever wind,
have the same design of tune
change lever a piece pivoted
to the bed-plate, sprung to assume
positive on and off positions, and
carrying a curved finger to engage
the tune change cam or snail. The
depth of engagement is not very

BERLINBR
STRASSENORGEL

Peter Georg Schuhknecht of Han-
nover plays a 41-key 8-air clarinet-
violin street organ built c.1880 by
Bacigalupo of Waldstrasse 43,
Berlin, in the Kurfiirstendamm,
Berlin's " golden mile ". Organ
barrel is pinned in five sections for
72 bars of music.

critical, but if it is inadequate a
tune may repeat if its tooth on the
cam has become slightly shortened;
and excessive engagement can,
where there are more than eight
tunes, cause the cam to move on
two teeth thereby omitting a tune.
These are rare problems but ones

which can be puzzling.
The period of engagement by

the stud of the cam tooth depends
on the number of tunes, being far
longer on a 3-tune than a l2-tune
box. But the period of cylinder
shift is about the same on all
boxes, being the time taken to slide
the cylinder about 17 thousandths
of an inch. This is the distance
between the lines on the cylinder
divided by the number of cylinder
revolutions needed to play all the
tunes. Ideally, it would be pre-
ferable for the mechanism to stop
at tune end just before the stud
engag,es the cam tooth, but this is
impracticable where there are few
tunes as it would involve an exces-
sive non-playing sector of the
cylinder. Moreover it was prob-
ably felt in the-more leisurely 1870s
that few users would make snap
decisions to alter the tune change
control while the box was not
playing. Accordingly the better
designers and craftsmen probably
preferred the engagement of stud
and tooth to be so arranged that
the cylinder shift was just com-
pleted before the mechanism
stopped. This avoids the extra
load from the shift at starting and
prevents the cylinder being be-
tween tunes when stopped; be-
cause if the control lever is then
moved to " repeat " and the box
started, play will be garbled. The
other snag about the cylinder be-
ing in the middle of a shift when
stopped is that re-starting may be
sluggish due to the extra load.

So it is remarkable how many
boxes one sees that do in fact stop
during the shift; and I must say

continued on page 368

Miniature

Owned by Arthur Heap, this diminutive box has a repertoire of five cylinders each
playing one tune and each with a separate number as shown on the tune-sheet.
The mechanism is marked as patented and appears to conform to the general
description of the Manger patent which is the same patent referred to in the
Multiphone and the small Ullmann manivelle/spring-driven interchangeables. This
box, though, differs quite widely from both and is a product of Samuel Troll.
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MUSICAL boxes which play two
cylinders at once were a relatively
short-lived novelty. As distinct
from the plerodienique style where
the two cylinders were sleeyed
end-to-end and played as one, the
twin-cylinder mechanism, called
" duplex ", was an ultra-complex
sublime harmonie system.

Duplex musical boxes came in two
distinct forms.'The one most com-
monly depicted is probably the par-
allel duplex, pictured below in a
mechanism-only view showing the
pair of twin co-axial spring motors.

But there was another style -the linear duplex - which was
housed in a vast cabinet and was
an even more complex and cum-
bersome system. It is uncetrin
how many of these were made, but
it cannot have been very many and
only three are known to the
Editor. The pictures on this page
show details of the specimen in
Walt Bellm's museum at Sarasota.

Made by Charles Paillard - the
name is on the goYernor cock -the two cylinder5 are registered
by a cornplex clamp arrangement
with adiusting scfews so that one
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may be brought precisely into
proper radial location with the
other. The large fan has wings
connected by bevel gears so that
they each adopt tlne same angle to
preclude vibration. Tune changing
is by yoke-shaped lever behind the
governor, the left cylinder having
a normal light-end snail, the right
cylinder having its snail at its left
end. So powerful are the motor
springs tlrat the female stopwork
is se,cured by a screw in double

140
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REMARKABLE
ROBE,RT.HOTJDIN
bv S H Sharpe

AT THE conclusion of his article " Animated Androids " in
the Summer 1978 issue of The Music Box, Steve Ryder
requested any further details regarding the subject dealt with;
so it is hoped that the following notes may be of help in clarify-
ing several doubtful matters

WITH reference to the chess-player
by Kempelen, Mr Ryder seems to
have been mistaken in assuming
that Robert-Houdin was one of the
showmen who toured with it. This
is what Robert-Houdin himself
wrote in his Confidences, after deal-
ing with Vaucanson's Duck:

" One piece of good luck never
arrives without another: thus, in
1844, I also saw at the house of a
mechanician of the name of Cronier,
at Bellville, the famous Chess-
player, who defeated the whole
chess world. I never saw it at work,
but since then I have received some
information about the automaton of
a certain degree of interest, and I
trust my readers will feel the same
surprise as I did when I heard it."

Robert-Houdin then went on to
recount a romantic story about how
M de Kempelen smuggled a legless
soldier named Worousky out of
Russia in the secret compartment
of his apparently mechanical chess-
player; and of how this talented
chess-master came to match his
hidden skill against the haughty
Empress Catherine II, the Czarina
whom her courtiers proclaimed the
most intellectual person in her vast
emprre.

Based on hearsay
It should be borne in mind that

Robert-Houdin's story was based
on hearsay: nevertheless, it is clear
that he never had anything to do
with exhibiting it. What he did do
was to make a rough replica of it
for a melodrama based on his own
story about the Chess-player, at the
Ambigu Theatre, Paris, in 1868,
called La Czarine.

Decremps guessed that the
cabinet contained a hidden dwarf
(repeated by Mr Ryder), as
explained in his Za Magie Blanche
Dduoil1e (1784); but actually the
manipulator - of which there were
several in succession - was in no
case a dwarf.

Probably the most copied
attempt to explain the secret of
Kemplen's Chess-player was that
given by Robert Willis of Cam-
bridge in 1821, under the title:
An Attempt to Analuse the Auto-
maton Chess-Plager. Though incor-
rect in detail, it was copied, for
instance, by Sir David Brewster in
his Letters on Natural Magic (I832).

Milbourne Christopher gave a
very good summary of the vicis-
situdes of this most popular trick-
automatrrn in his lllustrated
History of Magic, published by
Thomas Y Crowell Company, New
York, 1975.

I feel that Mr Ryder has been
less than fair to Robert-Houdin in
referring to him simply as a show-
man. In this opinion he may have
been influenced by Le Monde des
Automates, the authors of which
remarkable book appear, in their
turn, to have been influenced by the
tone of The Unmasking of Robert-
Houdin, a strongly biased book by
Houdini, who turned sour after
adopting the name of his erstwhile
hero. However, in Les Automates
Chapuis and Droz somewhat modi-
fied this doubt about Robert-
Houdin's talents as a mechanician:
particularly in relation to his charm-
ing automaton La lecon de chant,
which depicts a young lady teach-
ing a little bird to initate the air
from a musical-box. At first the
bird fails to get the correct tune;
so the girl shakes her head. As it
succeeds on the second attempt, she
nods approval. Presumably this
automaton would have been made
about the year 1838, when Robert-
Houdin was residing at 13, rue de
Vend6me, Paris. (See Ze Monde
des Automates, pp. 132-134; Les
Automates, pp. 212-216).

He may be said to have been
born with tools in his hands, on
December 6, 1805, at Blois, Loire-
et Cher, being christened fean-
Eugdne Robert. His birth certific-
ate actually gives the date as 16

Frimaire, An 14, of the new Repub-
lican Calendar. He assumed the
double-barrelled name of Robert-
Houdin soon after marrying the
daughter of a Parisian horologist
called ]acques Houdin, who was
also a native of Blois-a town noted
for its clockmakers. But it was not
until 1856 that he was granted
oftcial recognition by the Republic;
and his birth certificate modified
with a marginal note to that effect.

Talented father
Eugdne's father, Prosper Robert,

was not only a skillful watchmaker,
but also, according to his admiring
son, " An excellent engraver, a
jeweller of the greatest taste, he at
the same time could carve the arm
or leg for some fractured statuette,
restore the enamel on any time-
worn porcelain, or even repair
musical snuft-boxes, which were
very fashionable in those days. The
skill which he evinced in these
varied arts at length procured him
a most numerous body of cus-
tomers; but, unfortunately, he was
wont to make any repairs not
strictly connected with his own
business for the mere pleasure."

From as long as he could remem-
ber, a hammer and a file were
young Robert's toys and delight.

" How often, in my infantile
dreams, did a benevolent fairy open
before me the door of a mysterious
El Dorado, where tools of every
description were piled up. The de-
light which these dreams produced
on me were the same as any other
child feels when his fancy summons
up before him a fantastic country
where the houses are made of
chocolate, the stones of sugar-
candy, and the men of gingerbread.
It is difficult to understand this
fever for tools; the mechanic, the
artist, adores them, and would ruin
himself to obtain. Tools, in fact,
are to him what a MS is to the
archaeologist. a coin to the anti-
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quary, or a pack of cards to a gam-
bler: in a word, they are the imple-
ments by which a ruling passion is
fed."

Becoming fascinated by a mech-
anical snuft-box which had been
brought to his father for repair,
and, being unable to possess it, he
decided to make himself a replica:
which he did in secret, in order to
surprise his father.

" The top of the box represented
a landscape. On pressing a spring, a
hare made its appearance, and went
towards a tuft of grass, which it
began to crop; soon after, a sports-
man, accompanied by a pointer,
emerged from a thicket. The minia-
ture Nimrod stopoed at the sight
of the game, shouldered his gun,
and fired; a noise indicative of the
explosion of a fire-arm was heard,
and the hare apparently wounded,
disappeared into the thicket, pur-
sued by the dog."

As Engdne's father had ambitions
for his son beyond that of following
his own trade, he persuaded him to
enter a solicitor's office when he
was nineteen years old. However,
the attraction of mechanism still
pulled to the extent that he was
transferred as an apprentice to his
cousin Robert Jean Martin, who
had recently taken over Prosper
Robert's watchmaker's business at
Blois, he having retired.

Two years later, Eugdne took a
situation with M Noriet, a watch-
maker of Tours. This was early in
1828. Late in 1829 he went to Paris
as an apprentice to facques Houdin,
a native of Blois. who had become
a distinguished maker of astro-
nomical clocks, regulators, and pre-
cision instruments, of 7 rue du
Harley. He was also in the whole-
sale clock business.

In 1830 he married his employer-
friend's daughter Josdphe C6cile
Eglantine Houdin; and shortly after
assumed the name of Robert-
Houdin for theatrical purposes:
his other great passion being pre-
stidigitation and stage magic.

Kopper's Componium
Robert-Houdin's interest in

mechanical music was probably
aroused in 1829, when he saw
Koppen's Componium in Paris,
though he says he did not see it
working. Some of the details, as
recounted by Robert-Houdin in his
Confidences, may be of interest:

" My fortunate star again furn-
ished me with an excellent occasion
for continuing my studies. A Prus-
sian of the name of Koppen
exhibited in Paris, about the year
1829, an instrument known as-the

Componium. It was a perfect mech-
anical orchestra, playing operatic
overtures with remarkable oreci-
sion and effect, and it owed its

re tpengai etao hrd cmfw bgkqnup
repeating itself. It was asserted to
be as difficult to hear the same
etaoi shrd cmfwy vbgko. tashrdbe

similar quaterness drawn insucces-
sion at a lottery.

returning to Paris. The componium
was. conseq_uently taken to-pieces,
packed up, p_- hoped the instru_
ment would enter duty free, but,
on leaving France, he had omitted
some formality indispensible before
obtaining this favour. The Custom

ties, that the instrument returned
to Paris.

" This will give an idea of the
di,sorder, confusion and damage in
which the componium was leTf. "

about seeking
f reoairing and
unique instru-

ction of which
had always been kept secret. So
Robert-Houdin jumped in at the
deep end-so to speak-and offered

workman; and it was feared that.
far from making the instrument act

properly, I should cause still greater
injury while trying to repair it.
However ,as D- met with no
better offer, and I offered to deposit
a sum, to be forefeited in the event
of my doing any injury, he event-
ually yielded to my wishes.

" It will be allowed that I was a

" As soon as mv offer was
accepted, all the boxe6 in which the
componium was packed were
carried into a large room I used as
a workshop, and emptied, pell-mell,
rnto_sheets, spread for the purpose
on the ground.

'Heap of rusted irron'

-" When alone, I saw this heap
of rusty iron, these myriads of
parts, whose meaning I did not
understand, this orchestra of in-

ing to the chromatic scale, I was so
frightened by the difficulty of my
task, that I was quite anhihilated
for several hours.

" To mY mad
presum my mad
passion my love
of the xcuse. I
must add that I never even saw the
componium performing; hence, all
was an unknown countrv for me.
Add to this, that the greater por-
tion of the works were covered
with rust and verdigris.

" Seated in the midst of this
musical chaos, with my head rest-
ing in my hands, I asked myself a
hundred times this simple ques-
tion, 'Where shall I begin? ' and
then my imagination was quite
paralised. On morning, however,
finding myself well disposed, and

my immense task.
" If my readers were only mech-

anicians, how willingly would I
describe to them all my trials"
attempts, and studies ! With what
pleasure would I explain the skil-
ful and ingenious combinations that
arose successfully from the chaos !
But, as I fancy I can see my readers
turning over my pages to seek the
end of a chapter that is growing
too serious, I will check my inclina-
tion, and content myself with stat-
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ing that, for a whole year, I pro-
ceeded from the known to the
unknown, in solving this inextric-
able problem, and one day I had
the happiness of seeing my labours
crowned with complete success.
The componium-a new phoenix-
had risen from its ashes."

There must be many readers of
The Music Box who can share the
thoughts and feelings of Robert-
Houdin, when, i na smaller way,
they find themselves faced with
some broken-down musical box
from a forgotten attic, to which
they hope, ultimately, to give a new
kiss of life.

Unfortunately, this arduous task
resulted in Robert-Houdin suftering
a nervous breakdown, which kept
him idle for the next five years;
after which he resumed his business
of making mechanical toys and
automata.

Patented invention
On September 20th 1837, he took

out a patent for a small alarm-clock
(1ueil-biquet) which woke the
sleeper, and simultaneously pro-
vided him with a lighted taepr. This
patent, No 7229, lasted for five
years; and was followed three years
later by another patent for improe-
ments and additions to the original,
dated September 29th 1840. (Bulle-
tin des Lois IX, tome 15, p. Nouem-
ber 13, 1837, No 343 and 785;
XXII, p. 116, lanuary 10, 1841, No
5581.

About this time Robert-Houdin
and his 'father-in-law were both
almost ruined by the bankruptcy
of their lawyers, in whom they had

reBEBLIlgCal|l'S
ALARUM-CANDLE

How to strike a match with a
clock-Robert-Houdin's " alarum-
candle t'.

One of Robert-Houdin's nystery
clocks-a transparent column and
dial with the mechanism in the
base.

placed complete confidence. So

]acques Houdin was obliged soon
after to take up employment with
another celebrated watchmaker,
D6touche, of the Rue Saint-Martin,
Paris.

Fortunately for Robert-Houdin,
his " Alarm Light " proved to be so
successful that he was able to hire
several skilled workmen to enable
him to cope with the demand : the
result being that this was the first
of his many inventions which
brought him profit.

About this time he also con-
structed several automata, includ-
ing a conjurer playing with the cups
and balls; singing birds; a dancer
on the tightrope, surrounded by
four other figures (Les Autamates,
page 268); a soldier on sentry-go
(which is illustrated on page 314 of
Le Monde des Automate); and Le
Legon de Chant, already referred
to, and which was first described in
the lournal de Loire et Cher, Feb.
29. 1844.

In addition to these automata, he
made his Mysterious Clock, which
appears to go without works. The
single hand is on a transparent
dial, which, in turn, is mounted on
glass column. This clock not only

indicates the hour, but strikes with-
out any apparent mechanism.
Several of these mystery clocks
still survive, being in the possession
of the inventor's grandson, Paul
Robert-Houdin. of Blois. The well-
known firm of Cartier. New Bond
Street, made several " one off "
variatigns of this Robert-Houdin
speciality many years ago; but I
am informed by them that their
whereabouts are now unknown.

Theatrical automata
On top of all this activity,

Robert-Houdin was working on his
projected theatrical automata : his
ultimate aim being to open a little
magic theatre of his own in Paris.
These theatrical automata were
automata which, though apparently
self-contained, were actuallv under
the secret control of a 

- 
hidden

assistant. They included : The
Pastrycook; Auriol and Debureau
(the clown and pierrot); The
Orange Tree; and The Transparent
Clock and Bell (not the clock just
mentioned, which was a normal
timekeeper).

However, once again Robert-
Houdin's plans were thwarted by
flnancial troubles through investing
most of his earnings in the develop-
ment of his theatrical automata,
which brought him in nothing. But
when almost at his wits' end, his
luck was turned by an admirer of
his work, Alphones Giroux, a
curio dealer of 7, rue de Coq-Saint-
Honor6, in whose salon Ie Legon
de Chont was exhibited, and to
whOm he referred as " M G- ",
commissioned him to construct a

AUtr,IOL&

Automaton tumblers Auriol and
Debureau-marvels of mechanism.
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writing and drawing automaton, for
the sum of 5,000 francs: half to
be paid in advance. This solved his
immediate financial problems. But
in order to concentrate on this
major work, he found it imperative
to isolate himself in a little room
in the rue des Boels, Belville, a few
miles from Paris, only seeing his
family twice a week.

This writing and drawing auto-
man

figure
high.

extent Maillardet's W.it", 
t?TE

Drawer which, after being lost for
a considerable time, was found and
restored, being now on exhibition
in the Franklin Institute in Phila-
delphia'.

Strange to relate, Robert-Hou-
din's version, like D
Automaton. drew a
and the heads of ruli
which leads one to
Robert-Houdin was familiar with
the Droz mechanism: or at least

bodies; whereas Robert-Houdin's
automaton had the mechanism in
the plinth on which it was dis-
played, like Maillardet's : which
also both wrote and drew. Mavbe
Maillardet's automaton came into
Robert-Houdin's workshop for re-
pairs, and he was able to learn
essential details; though Brewster
only mentions it drawing " three
beautiful landscapes ", not similar
ones to Droz'. But unless Robert-
Houdin's Writer and Drawer had
been to a considerable extent
original, it is inconceivable that he
would have been awarded a silver
medal for it at the Paris Exhibi-
tion in 1844, since there were a
number of other makers of auto-
mata also exhibiting there who
would be familiar wiih all the cur-
rent information about such mech-
anism.

The American showman Barnum.
who bought the piece, actually
stated in his book Struggles and
Triumphs that Robert-Houdin
introduced him to other makers
at the Exhibition. These may have
included Dehais, Vichy, and
Theroude, all of whom lived in the
Rue MontmorencA.

Robert-Houdin stated that "M
$-" lent him this automaton for
the Exhibition; so it was probably
sold to Barnum on his behalf : he
being a dealer who, as likely as not,
bought it in the first place for
resale.

While still at Belville in 1840,

PLAN VIEW oF aoTTofl
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about the size and lentgh of a
quill, in which a steel piston mov-
ing very freely, produced the difter-
ent sounds I required; this tube
represented in some respects the
nightingale's throat.

" This instrument would have to
work mechanically : clockwork

wanted to reach.

" I had to impart motion to the
bird : it must hove its beak in
accordance with the sounds it pro-
9uced,, flap_ its wings, leap fiom
branch to branch, etc. But this
part of my task troubled me much
less than the other, as it was
purely mechanical. "

Should this passage have whetted
the reader's appetite, he should
turn to Robert-Houdin's memoirs
for the rest of his fascinating story
(Memoirs of. Robert-Houdii King
of the Conjurers, Dover Editionl
1964)s.

Robert-Houdin did not claim to
have iv
method
which
familiar
mata at that period. But no doubt
he modified it to his own purpose.

Vaucansonts Duck
Sir David Brewester stated in his

Letters on Natural Magic (1832)
that the process of digestion in
this famous automaton -" 

--1sx5effected by chemical solution, and
not by trituration, and the food
digested in the stomach was con-
veyed away by the tubes to the
place of discharge. " But in his
Concdences d'un Prestidigitateur,
written some 26 years later,Robert-
Houdin told a different storv. He
quotes the memoir of Vaucinson,
addressed to the members of the
Royal Acaderny of Sciences, dated
April 30, 1730;

" 'In this duck,' the celebrated
automatist writes, 'will be noticed
the mechanism of the viscera,
intended to perform the functions
of eating, drinking, and digesting,
The action of all the parts is exactly
imitated. The bird- puts out i6
head to take up the seed, swallows
it, digests it, and evacuates it by
the ordinary channels.' "

" For a time I contented myself
with admiring and believing in the
great master's work, but in 1848,
Vancanson's duck was exhibited

The Harlequin from which Rdbert-
Houdin learned the elementarv
mechanical details of theatricil
automata.

Robert-Houdin also completed a
Singing Nightingale automaton,
which a rich merchant of St Peters-
burg had ordered. This was not the
first song-bird he had made; but
the others had only made twitter-
ings, whereas this one caused him
a lot of extra effort in order to
imitate the exact song of an actual
nightingale, which he accomplished
by patiently waiting and liitening
in the woods at Belville to his living

" I wanted to imprint on my
memory the musical phrases with
which the bird composes its
melodies. The following are the
most striking among them: tiou-
tiou-tiou, ut-ut-ut-ut-ut, tchitchou,
tchitchou, tchit-tichit, rrrrlTftTtr-
rouit, etc, I had to analyse these
strange sounds, these numberless
chirps, these impossible rrrrrouits,
and recompose them by a musical
process. Now, here was the diffi-
culty. I only knew so much of
music as a natural taste had taught
me, and my knowledge of harmony
was hence a verv feeble resource.
I must add that, in order to imitate
this flexibility of throat, and repro-
duce these harmonious modula-
tions, I had a small copper tube,

Singing bird mechanism.
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in a room at the Palais Royal. Of
course I was one of the first to
visit it, and was much struck by its
skilful and learned formation. Some
time after, one of the wings having
been injured, the duck was sent
me for repair, and I was initiated
into the famous mystery of diges-
tion. To my great surprise, I found
the illustrious master had not dis-
dained to have recourse to a trick
which a conjurer would have been
proud of. The digestion, so pom-
pously in the memoir, was only a
mystification-a real canard, in
fact. Decidedly, Vaucanson was
not only my master in mechanism,
but I must bow before a genius for
juggling.

" The trick was as simple as it
was interesting. A vase, containing
seed steeped in water, was placed
before the bird. The motion of the
bill in dabbling crushed the food,
and facilitated its introduction into
a pipe placed beneath the lower
bill. The water and seed thus
swallowed fell into a box placed
under the bird's stomach, which
was emptied every three or four
days. The other part of the opera-
tion was thus affected : Bread-
crumb, coloured green, was expeled
by a forcing-pump, and carefully
caughl on a silver salver as the
result of artificial digestion. This
was handed round to be admired.
while the ingenious trickster
laughed in his sleeve at the credul-
ity of the public."

Robert-Houdin added the follow-
ing footnote : " After Vaucanson's
death, his works were disposed of
and lost, with the exception of the
duck, which, after remaining for a
long time in a garret at Berlin, saw
light again in 1840, and was pur-
chased by a M George Tiets, who
spent four years in repairing it."

However, the authors of Les
Automates express the opinion in
a note to page 246 of. that extra-
ordinary book that the duck which
Robert-Houdin claimed to have
repaired may have been an imita-
'tion; and that the original was
found in Berlin in 1839, when it
was entrusted to Rechsteiner for
repair.

Robert-Houdin's Soir6es

Fantastiques
On July 3, 1845 Robert-Houdin

opened his little magic theatre at
No 164 of the Galerie de Valois, in
the Palais Royal, Paris, where he
had long planned to present his
originalities in Theatrical Auto-
mata, Magic, and Prestidigitation.
This proved to be such a lasting
success that it continued under
several difterent managers; finallY
closing its doors while under the
direction of George M6lids, the
pioneer film producer, in 1920, due
to demolition.

On June 25, 1850, Robert-Houdin
summonsed an employee named
Legrand for copying and selling
many of his mechanical originali-
months' imprisonment and ordered
to pay all the costs and damages.
Legrand was a working clock-
maker in whom Robert-Houdin
had put complete trust, having
worked for him from 1842 to 1849,
when he was dismissed. He would
probably be the workman left in
charge of his workshop when
Robert-Houdin isolated himself at
Belville, at which time Robert-
Houdin employed four workmen,
constructing automata and magical
apparatus to his own specifications.

Robert-Houdins brain was teem-
ing with ideas, with which he was

constantly experimenting. These
included the application of elec-
tricity to both magical and
domestic appliances, of which he
was an undoubted pioneer.

On September 14, 1850, he
demonstrated his newly-perfected
electriclight for a few friends at
his home, as reported in the
lournal de Loire-et-Cher, for Sep-
tember 18, 1851.

At the great London Exhibition
of 1851, Ddtouche and Houdin
exhibited a bronze clock, of which
an illustration appeared in the
Catalogue of Chief Exhibits. Pre-
sumabiy this would be the work of
Robert-Houdin's father-in-law and
the D6touche with whom he took
employment after his bankrupsy,
as,already mentioned.

In February 1852, Robert-Houdin
left Paris and retired to the hamlet
of St Gervais-la-Foret, near Blois,
where he had bought a property
called Le Prieurd; in which he
installed many labour-saving
electrical devices of his own inven-
tion. He had passed on the pro-
prietorship and management of his
ThdAtre Robert-Houdin to his
brother-in-law Hamilton in Ian-
uary; and at about the same time
the theatre was moved to No 8
Boulevard des Italiens, the lease
in the Palais Royal having expired
on December 31, 1851.

Robert-Houdin's experimenting
with electricity during his retire-
ment bore further fruit by his
being awarded a gold medal for the
application of electricity to clock-
work at the Paris Exposition of
1855: his seven exhibits being the
subject of an article in the Journal
de Loire et Cher for January 17,
1856. These exhibits included an
electrical Mantlepiece Clock which

Left: The stage of the Th6atrd Robert-Houdin in the Palais Royal, Paris. It was here that he presented his
Soir6es Fantastique c.1845. Right: Robert Houdin's tleatrical automaton rose-bush whiich blossomed and from
the top of whlch a singing bird emerged. Then the Etruscan vase opened into three parts revealing an Indian
tight-rope dancer.
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ran off a battery, and acted as a
master-clock to the other dials in
the house. This type of electrical
regulator was described was
described in t}nLe lournal de Loire et
Cher for March 22 ,1855, the writer
stating that Robert-Houdin had
made an electric clock that would
go indefinitely once the pendulum
of the regul4tor had been set in
motion, so long as the current was
not broken. He continued : " The
arrangement of this system is such
that, however irregular the produc-
tion of electricity, the force of
impulsion on the pendulum remains
constant; also, once the curren,t is
started and the pendulum suitably
regulated, this Regulator can defy
the best chronometer and is not
influenced by those atmospheric
variations which upset ordinary
clocks. Isn't that a marvellous
invention . . ."

A regulator of this kind stood
in the vestibule of its inventor's
home, transmitting the time to five
other clocks in the house.
Another was exhibited in the
Conseruatoire des Arts et Mttiers.

Electricity patents
His applications of electricity to

mechanism were the subject of
another patent (No 18I71), granted
to him on January 20, 1857; fol-
lowed by a certificate of additions
on May 8, 1858*.

Early in the year 1856, Robert-
Houdin arranged with the vicar of
St Gervais. I'Abbd Ranc, to install
an electric'clock in the steeple of
the villiage church; and a hole for
the dial was made in the church
tower. But the municipal council
would not agree to this. So Robert-
Houdin, much annoyed, ofiered the
clock to his friend the mayor, who
had it fixed to the Town Hall at
Blois.

In 1866 Robert-Houdin improved
this clock by fitting a transparent
dial, which was lit up at night. But
though the reporter of the event
stated that : " He has left his
birthplace a remarkable souvenir
which will be faithfully preserved
by our descendents ", the mech-
anism was replaced about 1875 by
regular clockwork, on the advice
of a clockmaker who said that the
batteries were unhealthy! How-
ever, the transparent dial remained
until the Town Hall was destroyed
by the bombing in ]une 1940.

A regional Industrial Exhibition
was opened in Blois in May 1858,
at which Robert-Houdin exhibited
his Electrical Clock; an Electric
Current Interrupter; a Fire Alarm
(probably similar to one which he

had installed in his own wood-
shed at " The Priory "; which was
controlled by a thermostat); and a
Speed Indicator for Ships. For
these he was awarded another
First-class Medal.

His father - in - law, ]acques
Houdin, now head of Maison
Ddtouche, exhibited a magnificant
and ingenious clock at the same
exhibition (lournal de Loire et
Cher, May 27, 1858). He went to
live at Le Prieur| with Robert-
Houdin in 1859; and died there on
November 12, 1860.

In 1859 Robert-Houdin repaired
and redressed a walking auto-
maton, said to have been invented
by Vaucanson. This figure is in the
Consensatoire National des Arts et
Mdtiers, Catalogue No 6152.

S

-Ho
the
he

lhe study of opthalmology had
become a veritable passion with
him. On March 29th, 1866, he

for
and

i:T
a fiffy-seven page booklet published
by Lecesne, Blois, titled : Note
sur De Nouueaux Propres a
I'Obseroation De Diuers De Loeil
Ainsi Qu'a L'oeil La Manefestation
De s Image s Entopitiques.

Roentgen's automaton
In 1866 Robert-Houdin also

repaired the automaton " foueusede Tympanon " (Player on the
Dulcimer), constructed about the
year 1784 by David Roentgen
(17+3-1807), a German living in
Paris, and a favourite of Marie
Antoinette. Robert-Houdin stuck
an autographed note dated October
1866 in the bottom of the cabinet
(where it was subseq(uently found),
stating that he had been trusted
with the repair of the " Joueuse de
Tympanon."

" This automaton," he wrote,
" belonged to Louis XVI, and repro-
duces the charming appearance and
musical talent of Marie Antoinette
. . ." (Le Monde des Automates,
Yol 2, pages 281. The working
details, illustrated by photographs
of the actual automaton, are care-
fully described in the above book.
See also Les Automates, page 292).

Robert-Houdin's eldest son,
|ean-Jacques Emile, inherited the
traditional family attraction to
horology. After learning his craft
from Br6guet, he traded under the
name of Robert-Houdin Fils. Horo-
loger et M6chanicien, at a corner

shop: rue de Choiseul, No l; and
rue Neuve-Saint-Augustine, No 18,
Paris. This would apparently be
Louis Breguet, since his dis-
tinguished father, Abraham
Br6guet, died in 1823, before Emile
was born. In 1863, Emile had a
booklet published,,.containing 62
pages, called: L'art de comncitre et
de regler les Montres et les Pen-
dules, for which his father wrote
the preface, in which he says :

" I am so often asked why my
son, instead of following the career
as a conjurer which I had prepared
for him, preferred to devote himself
to devote himself to horology.
What I have replied on these
occasions has a certain appropriat-
ness at the beginning of this
brochure.

" If one agrees with hereditary
vocations, a just application of the
theory can be made out here.

" Nicholas Houdin, the maternal
great-grandfather of my son, was
a clockmaker of great merit during
the last century.

" fean-Francis Houdin, his son,
was said to be one of the foremost
among the distinguished clock-
makers of our epoque. It will be
understood that a certain reserve
does not permit me to eulogise
over my father; I will be content
with saying that he was very skilful
and ingenious. As for myself,
before turning to illusions based
on mechanism, I was occupied for
a long time with precision clock-
work, and though I say it myself, I
obtained considerable success.

" With such a genealogy, may
one not be predestined to clock-
making? So my son, carried away
by an irresistable vocation, has
returned without reserve to this
art which has made the names of
Berthoud and Br6guet famous, and
it is from the latter of these two
famous masters that he has learnt
the elements of the profession of
his ancestors. Robert-Houdin. "

Robert Houdin's book
In 1868 Robert-Houdin's con-

juring classic Les Secrets de Ia
Prestidigitation et de Ia Magie was
published by Michel Levy, Paris.
Hoftmann's translation: The
Secrets of Coniuing and Magic,
appeared ten years later, published
by Routledge.

Georges M6lids presented the
followed pieces from the ThdAtre
Robert-Houdin to the Conserua-
toire National des Arts et Mdtiers
in 1929: The Genie of the Roses;
The French Guardsman; The Glove
Column; The Mysterious Clock
and Bell: Auriol and Debureau:
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Cupid's Nest; The Harlequin; The
Singing Bird; the Louis XV Centre
Table, containing pistons to control
automata; and " Sophos ", the
domino player (copied from ]ohn
Neville Maskelyne's whilst-playing
theatrical automaton " Psycho ";s.

But on enquiring four years later
why they had not been put on dis-
play, M6lids was informed that a
beam had fallen during alterations
to the museum and crushed them
all! Considering that the pieces
were all packed in individual travel-
ling cases, this seemed to be a most
unlikely story, which I thought
highly suspect at the time it was
circulated. However, it appears to
have been accepted without any
serious investigation of its
accuracy. But Paul Hammond
states in his absorbing and informa-
tive book : Maroellous Mdlids
(Gordon Fraser, 1974), page 83,
that actually the curator of the
museum, Landais by name, had
sold the lot! But to whom?

M Paul Robert-Houdin, a grand-
son of the Master, who is an
architect at Blois, and also the
originator of Son et Lumidre, has
opened a small Mus6e Robert-
Houdin, at 5, Voute du Chateau,
4l Blois, where some of the mech-
anical and electrical relics can be
viewed.

On May 26, 1887, rue de Made-
laine, Blois, was renamed rue
Robert-Houdin. A street in Paris
is also named after him, paralled
with the rue Jules Verne; and at
St Gervais-le-Foret, a road through
the village, passing the church and
leading to the park of the Chateau
in the grounds of which stands
Le Prieur6, bears a nameplate:
" Rue Robert-Houdin, 1805-1871,
Illusioniste."

Finally, a pictorial postage stamp
and " First Day Cover " dated 16
October, 1971, Blois, were issued
to commemorate the centenary of
this remarkable fantasiast's death.

The grave of Robert-Houdin in the
cemetery at Blois pictured sone
years ago for the author.

FOOTNOTES
lResearch in to the archives of Loire
et Cher by fean Chavigny: Robert-
Houdin, Rdnooateur de Ia Magie
Blanche, Blois,1943.

sChapuis and Droz state on page 27
of Les Automates des Jaquet-Droz,
Neuchatel, 1951, that the combined
Writing and Drawing figures w:ls
begun by Droz, but finished by H
Maillardet at London. They also state
that, since being renovated after being
in a fire, the figure has taken otr a

Robert - Houdin
with Diavolo
Antonio, the tra-
peze vaulter. This
was his most
populal stage
automaton. Set on
the trapeze, he
would perform all
manner of glm-
nastics finally
bowing to the
audience, hanging
upeide down, and
letting go to be
caught by his
master.
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different appearance, but the mech-
anism is authentic. The original was a
kneeling boy, which tte renovators
replaced with a girl in a volurninous
skirt. This would be helpful in con-
cealing the linking mechanism. Mail-
lardet's automaton wrote : " Ecrit par
L'Automate de Maillardet ". Robert-
Houdin stated that when he had com-
pleted his figure he put the question:
" Who is the author of your being ?"
In reply to which Sosia wrote:
" Robert-Houdin ", repeatedly ! For
reproductions of photographs and
sample drawings by Maillardet's figure
see Mary Hillier's Automata and Mecfu
anical Toys, fupiter Books, 1976, pp
54-55.

What could turn out to be an im-
portant clue towards solving The
Great Writing and Drawing Automaton
Mystery appears on page l5l of
Michel Seldow's Vie et Secrets de
Robert-Houdin, where the two final
pages from Robert-Houdin's diary
before his death on June 13/1871 are
reproduced in facsimile,

On fune 3 he wrote : " Rose at six.
I have worked with Emile and Mr.
Rocault at cutting and tracing the
cam of the little lover for my writer."

June 4 " I have worked on sorne new
arrangements for cutting the cams for
my writer."

So at the very end of his days
Robert-Houdin was still absorbed with
extending the range of his Sosia. The
questions arise : (l) Was the auto
maton actually in his possession at
that time? (2) If not, for whom was he
making the new cams ? (3) What hap-
pened to it next? (4) Where is it oow?

s Roben-Houdin's Confidences d'un
Prestidigitatear was first published in
Blois in f858. A translation into
English by Lascelles Wraxall, under
the title: Memoirs of Robert- Houdin
was published by Chapman and Hall
in 1859. There have been many further
editions of this fascinating book since
then: the latest being published by
Dover Publications, New York, under
the title: Memairs of Robert-Houdin,
KING OF THE CONJURERS, with an
Introduction and Notes by Milbourne
Christopher, who has also included
many reproductions of rare Playbills,
Prints, and Documents.

aA technical drawing of the clock
dealt with in this patent specification
is reproduced in Vie et Secrets de
Robert-Houdin, by Michel Seldow
(Fayard, Paris, l97l).

5 Descriptions of many theatrical or
trick automata will be found in les
Automates Truquiq by Adolphe
Blind (Geneva, 1927).
The Life and Work of Robert-Houdin

have been dealt with in great detail
it Salutations to Robert-Houdin, by



The Porter
Musical Box Story
An Exclusiue interuiew with Dwight Porter
IN RECENT issues of The Music Box, mention has been made

much of the present-day activity centres around one man,
Dwight Porter of Randolph, Vermont. The Music Box inter-
viewed Dwight and heard several of his machines at Sarasota,
Florida, in September

IN THIS age of high-power busi-
ness, there is neither place nor
scope for the self-made man. That
type of individual died out before
the computer, supersonic flight
and other aspects of high tech-
nology took over much of every-
day life and commerce. Every
rule, though, has to have an ex-
ception. Dwight Porter, an enthus-
iastic 29-year-old craftsman, is
that exception, for four years ago
he had nothing, not even a regular
job, yet now he heads up America's
newest and most successful musi-
cal box manufacturing company-
the Porter Music Box Co.

Born in Brattleboro, Vermont, a
town famed for its connections
with the Estey reed organ com-
pany, Dwight had no background
of music or technology. Father was
a cook in a restaurant.

An early interest in clocks and
watches directed Dwight to seek
apprenticeship to clock - repairer
Ronald Sweetland who was suffi-
ciently competent to have in his
care all the timepieces in the
White House and the Capitol. Two
year later, Dwight left and took
employment in a jewelry store for
a year, then worked for Lloyd G
Kelley who had continued the old
Regina Music Box Co into modern
times. Here he learned about
musical boxes and assisted Kellev
in making a few new Regina tabli
models. The young Porter asked
Kelley why quality had changed
over the years and why were mod-
ern musical boxes not made the
way they used to be. " Nobody

would pay the price ", came the
answer.

" I had always felt ", Dwight
Porter says, " that if a person made

money into."
Porter left Kelly soon afterwards

and began doing musical box repair
work for Ruth Bornand of the
Bornand Music Box Co in Pelham.
New York. Meanwhile he toved
with the idea of trying to mak-e a
quality replica of the table Regina.

Early disappointment
" I got some estimates for mak-

ing dies for dampers. It was 1974
and I had no money. The damper
die estimates were more than all
the cash I could raise so that was
out. Then I found another place
where I could get almost all the
dies I wanted made for the same
price. I talked to the bank and to
the people who finance small
businesses and found that thev
were all terrified for there was no
caeegory of business titled 'musi-
cal box manufacturer' any more."

Prospective backers wanted to
see his house and workshop. His
tiny family home did not rnake a
good impression on the potential
investors, but his sheer enthusiasm
and his dedication won over his
sceptics and the cash was to hand.

Reuge in Switzerland agreed to
supply him with combs and he

was ready to go. Suddenly, with
some $40.000 of investment monev
in the project, Reuge wrote saying
they could no longer supply him.
' Things *er. noi lookiir^g 

-bright
for the little kid who'd neier
earned more than $70 a week," re-
calls Dwight ruefully.

He went cap in hand to the die
makers who were stamping out his
parts and told them that all was
lost without the combs. To his sur-
prise the company said that, so
long as he was prepared to under-

they would press
rch and develop-
make combs for

- It too\ eight months to develop
the special tools alone.

" We had the steel analysed and
found what most people already
know, namely that the steel was
nothing more than common \flater-

Two combs were made in the
space <rf one year. A new method
of attachink the leads was tried.
They were pre-slit into a sort of

_ B,ut one day the first successfully
leaded comb was finished and us-

-ing an old double.comb Regina
for-reference, Dwight file-tuned it,
drove 35 miles home and screwed
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it down into place on his antique
Regina. " I played that first disc
and knew that we had done some-
thing. The dampers didn't work
and the securing screws were not
in the right place, but the comb
worked."

Next came the complete as-
sembly of a totally new instrument
from all-new parts. After that,
there was the problem of making
discs and he and a friend schemed
out a simple machine. The machine
shop they took it to quoted them
" three fortunes " to make it and
guaranteed that it would not work.
Back to the drawing board !

Finallv cash was found to make
the basic punch and a matching
die and punching trials began.
These first dies were all ground
up by hand which meant that all
initial projections had different
shapes. However, the dies could
punch more than one and a half
million holes before re-grinding, so
again progress was being made.

Now with the first new machines
and a small but steady supply of
new discs porter was ready for the
market. " We tied up with our
first distributor, Sorento Speciali-
ties in Los Angeles run by Enrico
and Ina Salierno. There was no
problem at all in selling small
numbers.

The team of workers
What sort of team does Dwight

Porter now have working on the
new boxes ? " Well, I don't have
to do very much myself now except
adjusting dampers and so on. I
have a young lady who does the
comb tuning, a young fellow who
does the complete assembly of the
table model, my father Fred who
manufactures the discs, and my
mother Dorothy who repins musi-
cal box cylinders - that's the
business which supports us!"

Business manager is wife Mary
who ensures the smooth running
of the enterprise. " I have no head
for figures ", says Dwight.

Dwight's comb tuner uses a
strobe for tuning and whereas the
first combs took between eight and
ten hours to finish, she can now
produce a perfect comb in 4+
hours from start to completion.
Raw materials for manufacture
have proved a maior problem with
items such as spring steel being
hard to find. Specialist processes
such as steel hardening have also
given headaches. " You may find
only one man in 20 at a shop who
can give you just the right job,"
adds Dwight. " The hardest as-
sembly jobs are comb tuning and

the starwheel assembly but, assum-
ing that all the finished parts are
readv on the bench it now takes
just-three days to build a table
model from scratch." To date, 34
of these have been made and
delivered.

Craf tsman cabinetnakers
A feature of the Porter machine

fack Perron, I reckoned that he
ought to be the one. When I
called him he turned out to know
all about musical boxes as he had
repaired a destroyed lid inlay on

a magnificent table box belonging
to Lloyd Kelley!" Which goes to
show that it's a small world, even
in the United States.

Whereas the original Regina in-
lay was made of celluloid, Porter
uses white holly and the inside of
the lid proudly bears his name in
a marqueterie design using holly,
'ebony, tulipwood, rosewood and
other textured veneers. The cabinet
lock and hinges come from Eng-
land. The cabinetmaker turns out
to have been born in Wales,
served an English apprenticeship
and to have taken his skills to the
States. Certainly the cabinets with
their five hand-rubbed coats of
lacquer look very good indeed.

Recently, Dwight Porter decided
to move into the self-changer scene
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and reproduce the 15]in Regina
autochange Corona. Al Meekins
of Collingswood, New fersey, had
made a few of these and had manv
of the patterns and dies. News that
he wanted to sell ttris side of his
business and concentrate on repair
work led to the acquisition of the
parts by Dwight who has so far
sold ll of his new changers. He
had one on display at Sarasota for
the MBSI convention - and took
orders and deposits for no fewer
than seven more. With a retail
price which now stands at 95,750,
this is a rare opportunity to acquire
a craft specimen of a sought-after
type.

One attractive feature of the
Porter autochange is the curved
" art glass " front, the bought-in
work of another New jersey crafts-
man.

Cottage industry revival
Last words from Dwight Porter:

" We are reviving a cottage in-
dustry of exactly the same type
which made the original Swiss
musical box. We have all these
craftsmen contributing to the
whole."

Porter deserves the respect of
all who are interested in the instru-
ments of mechanical music for his
skill and dedication in re-creating
the once-great American musical
box industry. Can we hope to see
any further examples of revived
technology from Vermont ? Well,
Dwight is hinting hard that he has

long-term ideas for something new
using the old skills. He suggests
it might be large and " terribly
complicated ", but says that this

will have to come after he has
perfected a machine for making
and drilling new cylinders for
musical boxes. O

The fine detail workmanship of the Porter l5|in self-changing Regina
replica is seen in this view of the mechanism pictured with the door open.

A Rare Survival of the inside Instant Stop

Francois Nicole tlree - overture box which survives with the inside
instant stop confrol. It belongs to Hughes Ryder.

THE mechanism of the earlv
cylinder musical box quite early
on assumed the format which was
to remain with it through to the
end of its production life.

One feature of this was the pro-
vision of three operating controls.
The first, working from back to
front on the standard format, was
the lever for operating the tune
changing device.

The centre lever was a simple
stop/start control which operated
some form of detent governed by
a positional feature on the end of
the cylinder and the governor.
Normally this control took the
form of a Y-shaped lever.

The third control was the so-
called instant stop, so called be-
cause its operation immediately
engaged a stop finger in the rotat-
ing fan of the governor assembly.

There were other control levers,
in particular found on concealed
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drum and bell boxes where an
extra lever would be provided to
silence the drum hammers. With
these boxes, the bells were usually
of such good sound quality and
played so softly that they were
always left in play.

Gradually, the use of the third
control lever, the instant stop, was
done away with and finally the
musical box ended up with just
two lever controls. With the
change over to inside-mounted
controls on a plinth at the right
hand end of the cylinder, the third
lever was virtually dead.

The instant stop is a control
which has been commented on
many times by writers and it is
generally accepted as being the
control installed purely and simply
for the use of the musical box re-
pairer and improver. It was the
improver who, as the penultimate
stage in the manufacture of a new
box, had to listen carefully to each
tune and adiust any of the cylin-
der pins as might be necessary. For
him, the third lever was considered
a vital control.

For a long while it has been
known by the musical box expert
that even this instant stop lever
had its limitations. The geometry
of the long control rod wh,ich had
to pass under the bedplate from
one end to the other. was such
that there was not onlv friction

but also backlash. The instant
stop was never able to be as in-
stant as its name suggested. For
the musical box improver, how
infinitely superior the finger of
one hand gently pushed into the
rotating fan !

The discovery on a number of
very early boxes of an unaccount-
able slot in the right hand key-
compartment divider has created
something of a mystery for some
years
seen
both
and

now. This slot had been
on several very early items
in Europe and in America,

always accompanied with a

In this view look-
ing down on the
governor end of
th€ Francois
Nicole musical
box, the slender
finger of the in-
side instant stop
control can be
seen. Whereas
6he normal ty1rc
of instant stop
brings a vertical
finger horizont-
ally across and
into contact with
the stop sprag,
the inside stop
moves its finger
up and down so
engaging directly
with the sprag.
Note that this
box is in a case
with top edge
beading mitred
at the comets.

Toppicturesshow
both sides of the
d,ivider.
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few random screw holes above it
bearing witness to the former ex-
istence of something which has
been removed.

The solution to the puzzle has
come from two boxes in the
Hughes Ryder collection, Cran-
ford, New Jersey. The first box is
a three-overture box with a two-
piece comb, each stamped
"FRANCS. NICOLE ". The far
r'ight hand end of the bedplate is
stamped "F. LECOULTRE 565I",
a single additional nurneral which
could be either a 5 or a 3 being
placed beneath the 6 and the 5-.

Before the name there are two
more words which have been
obliterated by stamping. These
indicate one word of six letters
followed by another of two, such
as " Nicole et ". The box has
square-headed comb screws with
small washers.

The right-end case divider is
complete with an instant stop
which is direct-acting and is inde-
pendent of the normal third lever
type. In the two pictures at the
top of this page can be seen, on
the left, the appearance of the
control from the inside while the
right-hand picture shows the slen-
d9r stop finger protruding through
the slot in the divider.

The construction of the control
is very simple and is of one piece
of brass having a thumb catch
type top and a slot to enable it to
slide on two screws.

The second box is a Francois
Nicole, also playing three over-
tures and bearing the serial num-
ber 3. This box, which will be
featured in our colour pages in due
course, has a slot in the end
divider corresponding exactly with
the form and position of that in
the first box described but, as so
often the case, the control is

omissing.



This is a facsimile reprint of a nine-page brochure on Duo-Art pianos first
published as the imprint right shows in October 1926. The original of tlis was
acquired by the Editor at a recent Christie's South Kensifigton sale and is
presented here for the benefit of members.
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IT IS Christmas yet again and I
thought it would be a good oppor-
tunity to pass on some sightings of
mechanical music, plus some hum-
our (?) and notes I have collected.
To start, an extract from Memoirs
of an OId Balloonatic by Goderic
Hodges (William Kimber and Co
Ltd,, 1972). This scene took place
in a convalescent home for limb-
less soldiers in the First World
War.

"In the hall of Dover flouse was
an organ, which could be played by
means of perforated rolls, like
those used in pianolas. Among the
patients was a sapper who had
some understanding of music. we
sat close together, pumping, he with
his left foot, I with my right. The
result was a considerable volume
of sound. What real music-lovers
thought of it, we never stopped
to consider. It was a cheerful noise.
In a world of unipeds, anything
cheerful is welcome. "

Dunrobin Castle, Golspie, Scot-
land, the seat of the Countess of
Sutherland, has a large Orchest-
relle but unfortunately you cannot
make a close inspection of it. In
Q David Bowers'well known tome,
Encyclopedin of Automatic
Musical Instruments there is on
page 790 a picture of an Aeolian
player pipe organ installed in a

rides, mostly gallopers, still tour-
ing which have organs playing on
them. There are also a few rides
around with just organ fronts on
them and I have seen locally a set
of chairoplanes, a cakewalk, and
a set of gallopers. Only one was
attempting, with the help of record-
ings, to give a passing impression
that the organ was comPlete.

Poor Ada. she was so ill she had
.t

Charles Thu[stons number I Bioscope show at Braintree, Essex' in 1909.
The organ is a Gavioli and tlc showman's traction engine, partly covered
on tlre right, is the Burrell Alexandra. Amongst other things this show
claimed to be, t'An entertainment that has no equal " and "The cinemato-
graph par excellence. " Photograph from the fairground collection of R A
Taylor.

CHARIVARI
Roger Booty's Odd Jottings

manor at Safiron Walden. Audley
End is that manor and it is now
open to the public but do not visit
with the hope of seeing an Aeolian
organ, nothing is now known of
it. Back in Scotland, at Craigievar
Castle near Aberdeen, there is a
small barrel organ on show, if you
ask- they will play it for you. Still
on organs, but of the fairground
greed, there are a few well known

The organ - I do not know tlre builder - on fohn Evans' Golden
Dragons at Glasgow in 1921. It is a fine instrument with five figures, two
of them lifesize. A ride on tte Dragons was " All classes, 3d." Photo-
graph from the fairground collection of R A Taglor.

to visit the doctor. When she
started to run through the list of
aches and pains he was overcome
by the number so gave her a roll
of paper with instructions to wrap
herself in it and make a hole
whereever it hurt. When she
returned with the result he was so
pleased he rushed it straight onto
his pianola and got two choruses
of Nellie Dean and the finale from
the William Tell Overture !

A local antique dealer (is there
such a thing these days?) inno-
cently bought an 88 note Steck
upright player piano. But, woe, it
turned out to be a 65 note conver-
sion and that didn't suit at all.
Remedy, restore to 65 note but
from where do you get a 65 note
tracker? Roll and parts suppliers
couldn't help unless, that is, you
were prepared to pay about f,l for
each note. The gap was eventually
filled when an early Triumph
Kastner literally fell oft the back
of a lorry! Luckily no one was in
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William Thurston's 89-kev Gavioli
from the fairground collection of R A

1t Cambridge in 1928. Photograph
Taglor.

north, towards Cley-next-the-Sea,
you come to the little village of
Glandford. Here is a small but very
interesting shell museum and
behind, set atop a hill, St Martin's
a small but fine rebuilt church
whose illumination is candle light.
Our main interest here however,
is the tower which contains a caril-
lon of twelve bells by ]ohn Taylor
and Co. of Loughborough. The
clock chimes, strikes the hour and
at 3, 6, 9, and 12 o'clock plays a
hymn with a different one being
played each day. The hyms played
are; Once in Royal Daoid's City,
ferusalem on High, On the Resur-
rection Morning, The Saints of
God, On the Happy Easter Morn,
Eoerg Morning the Red Sun, There
is a Fountain Filled with Blood.

Currently on stage at the Albery
Theatre in London is Lionel Bart's
ever-popular musical, Olioer. The
first scene of the second half takes
place in a pub and features an
organ grinder with a battered Sera-
phone strapped around his neck.
He cranks it energetically as Bill
Sykes and Nancy argue, the scene
ending with the fellow being
ejected from the pub and playing
into the distance off stage. As the
orchestra is silent during the scene
the playing of the organ is quite
effective. It is thought to be the
original that was used in the first
production of the show in London
18 year5 ago, and both show and
organ are still going strong.

Graham Webb once had a pop-
ular emporium in Portobello Road,
I visited it once in a while and
occassionally even went to the
expense of actually buying some-
thing. On one of these visits there

continued on page 376

tu7

I

its way and the only casuality was
the unfortunate piano.

Chelmsford, county town of
Essex, has a small and interesting
museum with mechanical music
present in two forms, a small table
Polyphon and a barrel organ by
O Meyer and Co which has been
there since at least 1933. They will
play the organ but do not expect
too much from it.

***

Often gramophones and phono-
graphs are mentioned in the pages
of our journal as being machines
which helped to oust most of the
earlier forms of mechanical music
from the market. The player piano
is a machine of this centurv which
had as a competitor in ils most
popular years the up and coming
modern marvel of wireless. The
worlds' first factory was set up in
Chelmsford by Guglielmo Marconi
in 1899, just thirteen years after the
first successful disc musical box.
The building which housed the
factory still stands but is now
used as a storehouse although, the
old company name is still visible
on one of the gables. There is
however, no truth in stories that
local moggies still keep clear of the
area in fear of tales of whiskerless
cats.

In 1907 an automobile race was
run from Peking to Paris across
roads that were rough or non- ex-
istent, but civilisation was never
far away. Apparently, while cross-
ing the Steppes, the lead car came
to a village that was having a fair
with a horse circus, living freaks
and barrel organs. Mechanical
music in Russia in 1907, I wonder
if there is any now? The Bowes

Museum at Barnard Castle. has a
number of barrel organs of varying
types and sizes as well as musical
clocks. It is also the home of the
oft-mentioned Silver Swan, but I
do not think anyone has said be-
fore that it is set in motion fre-
quently, about once an hour.

Can any fellow members expand
a little upon the following? I have
heard carillons playing at Dunster,
Home Sweet Home, and Kendal,
Bitish Grenadiers. I would be
interested to hear, in both senses,
more of them.

North Norfolk's chief claim to
mechanical music fame is George
Cushing's famous organ collection
at Thursford. About six miles
north east of Thursford is Lether-
ingsett where the church has a
fine Bates and Son barrel organ
with three barrels set in a cradle,
revolver st5rle. Two miles further

A"gth-"" view of John Evans' Golden Dragons pictured in Glasgow way
back in 1921. Three years after the Great War the pious [opes of
prosperity had for many worn thin and jobs were scarce.
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Sultry Sarasota in
September'78
THE Musical Box Society International held its 29th annual
meeting at Sarasota's Hyatt House hotel in Florida on Septem-
ber 20-24th. The Editor of The Music Box was one of the
convention delegates and reports on this major event.

SARASOTA in Florida is hot and
humid in September. Its tourist
attractions include Walt Bellm's
extensive museum called Cars and
Music of Yesterday, the Ringling
museums and, in nearby Orlando,
Disneyworld. Its prime attraction
between Septernber 2fth and the
24th was that it was thc venue for
the 29tjh annual gathering of the
Musical Box Society International,
our lead,ing sister organisation.

With temperatures and humidity
level-pegging in the mid-nineties, more
than 375 MBSI members and guests
registered from all over the world. A
growing number of these members are,
of course. also members of the Musical
Box Society of Great Britain so it was
no surprise to see many friendly faces.
Overseas guests at Sarasota included
Olivier Giradin from Switzerland, Sieg-
fried Wendel, Peter Glaser and Horst
King from Germany, three members
from Canada and, furthest travelled of
all, Harold and Gwen Horsfall from
South Australia. Our own MBSOGB
Vice-President Hughes Ryder is MBSI
treasurer and both he and his wife,
Frances, were very much in organisa-
tional evidence together with Bulletin
editor Howard Fitch and his wife
Helen.

Walt Bellm's museum
Among the ma

for the meeting
evening at the
chairman Walt
visited this collection (which is adver-
tised as having 1,100 musical boxes, a
claim which I think is probably a bit

Q David Bowers, left, receives a speclal
award from President Jim Fellers in
recognition of his great literary achieve'
menis in connection with his famed
Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical
Instruments.

the musical boxes,
and player reprod
is now a hall of la

addict there is also a hall jammed tight
with gramophones lined rlp like a brfq-
ade of guirds, the earlY ones with
musket-like horns,

Walt Bellm, a Past-President of the

.\>

President of the Muslcal Box Society
International Jin Fellet addresses the
business meeting while treasurer
Ifughes Ryder - our own Vice-Presi-
dent - eyes hls monetary calculations
for his own report

MBSI, ably aided by wife Ellen and
daughter, provided not just music but
refreshments for the crowd and the
music continued far into the night,
almost drowning the never-ending
sound of the cicadas in tle balmy night
air outside.

The first full day of the convention
was given over to a series of " work-
shop " meetings which comprised an
excellent presentation by Ron Bopp on
the Seeburg. David Beck on the care
of tle musical box, a survey of US
patents for musical boxes by Joel
Levine, Lanny Hunter and Ed Laubach
on rebuilding the player piano, and
Allan Lightcap on maintaining tle
Ampico reproducing piano in good
condition. Bob and Vicki Glasgow
also presented the BBC film of Jack
Donovan's collection of automata. Be-
cause the convention hall was divided
into three sections, each presentation
was repeated to grve everybody a
chance to attend the event of their
choice.

Steve and Jere Ryder, co-authors of
the recent article in The Music Bor
on animated androids, gave a most

the meeting.

Seventy-plus mart tables
A prime feature of the MBSI meet-

ings is what the Americans call " the
mart ". We would call it sale and
disolav tables but, whatever one
ch6osirs to call it, it was certainly an
event not to be missed. The mart
tables ---- more than 70 of tlem rented
out by mem o sell
at a cover le -were set up garlY
dinner the From
then onwards, the mart rooms were
packed with members in discussion, in
transaction, in haggling or just there
to look. The mart remained in opera-
tion until 11.00 and re-opened the fol-
lowing afternoon for a further 2* hours.
This ls one feature which we mi8ht

r meet-
deal of

society
was held on the Saturday morning with
MBSI President James Feller in com-
mand. Points worth recording includeOne corner of the Walt Bellm collection with tle ll0'key Mortier in the dlstance'
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A Buffet-style Langdorff box

Of al
most
case
later
glass
here
Pictu

the fact t
at 2.4O0
result of
than 494
rolled. _ The MBSI is sub-divided into
a number o or ,. chap-
ters " which the aejis
of the main a countrv
the size of es, this iivery pter charterwas eting to an_othe bringing the
num

MBSI treasurer Hughes Ryder said
that thanks to special US postage rates
now, ,applicable to their mailings, it
would be possible to hold MBSI mem-
bership dues down for another year at
least, and publications committee chair-
man and Bulletin editor Howard Fitch
said that plans were going ahead for
the MBSI to publish an English edition
of the Chapuis title Histoiri de la Boite
d, Musique (see separate report).

Presentation of awards
Achievement awards are presented

annually by the MBSI and this year's
Trustee's Award was presented to Ruth
Bornand for her services to mechanical
musid. The Q David Bowers Literary
Award, first presented, in L976 to oui
ow,n president, Arthur Ord-Hume, was
this year awarded to Olin Tillotson.
A special award was presented to Q
David Bowers for his great eftorts in

compiling his Encgclopedia of Auto-
matic Musical Instruments.
, An open-air hamburger and hot-dog
luncheon (deliehtfully termed a " cook-
out ") turned out to be a little on the
damp side as the Florida weather, very
unstable and thundery during the meet-
ing, unleashed one of its sub-tropical
rainstorms on the event. A bedraggled
chef, trying hard to maintain heat from
a barbecue half full of rainwater, com-
mented : " whenever we have one of
these events you can bet it'll rain ".
His words had a familiar ring to
them. .

More research needed
The main society dinner took place

that evening, after which MBSI past
president Walt Bellm invited MBSOGB
President Arthur Ord-Hume to respond.
In his address, our president stressed
the need for all societies throughout
the world to concentrate more on re-
searching into the history of their
instruments. There was, he said, some
evidence to suggest that many of the
musical boxes originally sold in the
United States diftered dramatically
from those sold in Europe and he
postulated that perhaps American im-
porters such as Jaccard, Jacot, Gautschi
and Cuendet imported components
from difterent Swiss makers which they
themselves assembled. Our President

commented that he had heard talk ofrivalry between our societies and
emphasised that this was not so and
that there was room for everybody, so
great was the area of our subject.

After the dinner speeches which in-
cluded meeting chaiiman Walt Bellm
thanking all those responsible for the
organisation, our President. Arthur
Ord-Hume, delivered a paper on the
definition and classification of the
musical clock. His talk. extensivelv
illustrated with slides and accompan-
ied with tape recordings, was well re-
ceived in spite of the late hour, the
heavy dinner and the inadequacy of the
air conditioning.

The MBSI certainly can organise
some impressive meetings and one of
the first things which the visitor
notices is that there is never anv short-
age of member volunteers to g6t down
and do the chores which play so im-
portant a part in making a meeting
possible and successful,

Also impressive is the amount of
mechanical talent and skill being
shown by an increasing number of
members. The musical boxes manufac-
tured by Dwight Porter (which now
include a replica l58in self -changing
Regina Corona) are the subject of an-
other story. To mention just a few of
the activities revealed there was the
exhibition of plastic pneumatic unit
valves which are being made for the
creation of new pneumatic instruments
by Doyle Lane of North Carolina,. the
superb wheel-cutting and musical box
component parts being made by
Richard Givler of Ohio. new book-
playing organs being built by Donald
Stinson in Ohio, (and also by Jean-
Marc Moulign6 of France), and the
large assortment of pneumatic assem-
blies produced by George Cooper of
Wichita in Kansas. On the musical
automaton scene, Steve and Jere Ryder
showed many fine new pieces clearly
demonstrating'that they, along with
the others already mentioned, will help
to take the art, the skill and the craft
of mechanical music forward for future

o
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The
Coin-freed
Table
Symphonion
by Alan Clark

SINCE adding this item to my
small collection, I have sought for
information on it in a David
Bowers', Encgclopedia of Auto-
matic Musical Instruments. He
quotes it as being one of a group
of three difterent sized instruments
usually listed together in the Sym-
phonion catalogues and all playing
special discs (disc diameters of
8{in, 9}in, and l08in). As he made
no mention of the coin operated
option on this model, or of its
unusual double comb design, I
decided to write this description.

Externally, the walnut case
appears identical to that of the
normal manually operated 27cm
(l0tin) table model machines but
for two exceptions, the feet are
much longer to accommodate the
coin drawer which is fitted beneath
the base of the case, and the panel
in the centre of the lid is of glass,
not wood. Presumably this latter
change gave the potential customer
a chance to see which tune he was
paying to hear.

The coin actuation mechanism is
shown in the photographs and
explained in the accompanying
sketch. The main lever appears to

sYFIPHONION MODEL 6N COIN ACIUATION

Interestingly, the Wm Hasse cata-
logue reprinted in our editor's book
Clockwork Music, fails to give any
special name to this model although
the next larger sized machine,
llfin (also with 84 teeth) is
referred to as sublime harmonv
when fitted with two combs, oi
subline harmony piccolo when fit-
ted with four combs.

Interesting feature

normal manner with the deepest
pitch teeth plucked by the slower
moving central projections and the
higher pitch ones being plucked
by the faster moving outer disc
projections.

The treble comb, however. is
mounted the other wav round
so that its highest pitch ieeth are
plucked by the slower moving
central disc projections. Thus the
most rapidly repeatable notes are
those in the centre of its musical
range-unlike most disc machines
where the treble teeth are the
most used for long rapid trills and
grace notes etc. It may be this
arrangement that gives this mach-
ine its excellent tone and musical
ability. When listened to from a
distance it could well be mistaken
for a medium sized cylinder box.
It has most of the ornamental notes
that are often missing from other
smallish disc boxes, plus the tone
usually obtained from fairly broad
toothed combs.

Coin actuation

The coin rolls along the coin
chute G into the coin holder on
the end of the arm A. This is
pivoted at B and counterbalanced
at f. The coin is retained in the
otherwise open bottomed coin

be stamped out of steel strip and
looks like a production item. One
wonders if it is interchangeable
with those on larger Symphonions?
With the exception of the anti-tilt
pendulum, the remainder of ttre
clockwork mechanism is probably
standard but for the groove cut
in the underside of the main brass
gear wheel.

This machine uses a double
comb arrangement with 84 teeth
in all. The two combs have separ-
ate star wheel assemblies, spaced
either side of the disc centre
spindle and plucked by radially
alternate projections on the disc.
Thus the disc can pluck twice as
many separate normal width teeth
as the equivalent single comb
machine. The left hand comb con-

,combs form a complete musical
scale and so rule out the " sublime
harmony " tag sometimes given to
all these divided comb machines.

The coin-freed action of the Symphonion. Key to
lhe text. All photographs illustrating ttris article
R K Coles for the author.

the letters
have been
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Above can be seen the unusual comb layout of the coin-
freed Symphonion in which the centr6 oI the scale is
given prominance. Right can be seen the complete
box. Note the bun feet and the coin drawer which fits
beneath the case between the feet. Below right is the
mechanism seen from underneath'showing the counter-
balanced coin-freed mechanism.

holder by the crank D which is
spring loaded E. The weight of
the coin overcomes the counter-
balance and the coin end of the arm
falls releasing the stop finger C
from the path of the fan and allow-
ing the movement to play. The
follower H is fixed to the coin arm
A and rests in a groove cut in the
underside of the main wheel I.
After part of a turn the groove in
wheel I becomes less deeply cut
and the coin arm A is depressed,
causing the tail of the crank D to
be pressed against the fixed pin F.
This turns the crank and the coin
falls out, through a slot in the base
of the case and into the coin
drawer. The movement continues
to play until the follower H is
allowed to rise up under the action
of the counterbalance and stop the
fan. The four toothed disc K
mounted on the wheel I is turned

.:. t.:....:: :j...:::. .:a... ..:

l/4 turn for each revolution of the
disc by a fixed finger L. Disc K has
iwo peripheral slots cut in it
which allow the follower to rise
up and stop the movement only
after the disc has been played
twice. The body of the pendulum
P which is pivoted at the top, just

passes between the fingers S when
the movement is horizontal. Any
attempt at starting the machine by
tilting it causes the pendulum to
swing to one side and the fingers
S prevent the counterbalanced coin
arm from moving upward to release
the movement. o

CHARIVARI - Ro$er Booty's Odd Jottin$s continued from page 358

sat on the floor a tired little Gem
Roller Organ: crank it and all you
g,ot was discord accompanied by the
howling of Graham's distraught
dog. Despite its half hearted
musical efforts I bought it, (no, not
the dog !) and carefully carried it
down onto the Underground. The
train was empty but for a rather
strong, lingering smell. I checked
both shoes, no I hadn't put my foot
in it. the seat, no I hadn't sat in it,

all round, nothing. I sniffed again
and then realised I was holding it.
It was now apparent that Graham's
dog had more than howled at the
organ, he had treated it with the
true contempt only a dog could
show !

My thanks to Ron Taylor for
lending me some further photos
from his collection and also thanks,
and apologies, to the originators
of the joke. It has been so long

since I copied down that I have no
idea where it came from.

For a finale I will move com-
pletely away from mechanical
music. The village of Stock, in
Essex, once had three windmills,
it now sports only one. The other
two were demolished because there
was thought to be insufficient wind
to work three !

HAPPY CHRISTMAS O
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THE Musical Box Society of Grsat
Britain held its first-ever overseas
meeting on September 3 - 5 when some
46 UK members went to llolland at
the invitation of member Dr jan-faap
Haspels, meeting chairman. Dr
Haspels is director and curator of the
Nationaal Museun van Slrceldoos tot
Pierenent (Museum Fron Musical
Boxes to Street Organs), now re-named
Speelklok tot Pierement (From Musical
Clock to Street Organs) in Utrecht.

Accommodation for the British
party was arranged at the Amster
Centre hotel in Amsterdam, a pleasant
enough building on the Heerensgracht
close to the centre of the city. Our
meeting was also joined by several of
our members from the Netherlands and
Belgium including Mrs Moltzer from
the Kiik and Luister Museum, Benne-
kom. Holland. and M. Mathot from
Belgium.

Members assembled at the hotel dur-
ing the evening of Friday September 3,
and after dinner President Arthur Ord-
Hume introduced museum technician
and organiser Dick van Minnen who
officially welcomed the members to
Holland and outlined the scheduled
events.

The programme ofrcially began the
following morning at 9.30 when, by
arrangement with the Dutch Queen,
we were invited into the Royal Palace
in the Dam Square. This superb
building, rich in decoration and marble
sculpture, was the settiDg for a special
exhibition of mechanical musical
instruments recently. The exhibition
had closed the previous week, but it
had been arranged not to dismantle it
until we had had the chance to view.

The exhibit, mounted by the Ultrecht
museum, comprised a number of musi-
cal b<t*Es, several musical clocks includ-
ing an outstanding carillon clock wittr
a hood housing 15 bells in tiers, and
a book organ. Centrepiece of the whole
collection was the 24lin Polyphon from
the de Vere Green collection.

We then travelled in small groups
by special electric lift to the attic of
the palace from whence we moved into
the cupola to view the bells of the
Hemony carillon which play out over
the streets of the city every hour,
quarter and half. We examined ttre
great carillon drum and then ascended
the steep ladders to the cupola itself
where, in the fresh morning breeze,
we were treated to a recital of music
by Jan-Jaap Haspels via the manual

tltrecht Museum meeting
playing klavier.

We noticed that the cupola's clock
was_ still ilr the process of being over-
hauled and that the hands werJ some-
what on the loose side. For this reason
the striking of the hour bore but scant

pedalled another. That clock really had
struck half-past thirteen, but few. ifany, among the multitudes in the
square below seemed to think it odd!

The afternoon was left free for
shopping and sightseeing until 4.00
when everybody boarded our coach for
the journey through some very heaw
traffic to Utrecht and the museum.
_ For most of the party it was the
hrst visit to this outstanding museum
where the mechanical musical instru-
ments are maintained in tip-top con-
dition_ and are played regularly. And
for all of us it was a thrill to iee the
great room devoted to the collection
o_f orrr founder and first secretary, Dr
Cyril de Vere Green.

After an initial session on some of
the more unusual musical boxes in the
museum we $fere entertained to a fine
buffet dinner in the museum's new
restaurant after which it was a Dutch
organ free-for-all. The museun's
d-elightful little Gasparini street organ
played some well-knbwn English soigs
and the editor of The Music Box and
Frank Holland of the National Musical
Museum (formerly t}le British Piano
Museum at Brentford, Middlesex) were
press-ganged into singing whatever
words they thought they knew to the
melodies.

The continuing art of arranging
music for these great organs was then
demonstrated by a very recent musical
composition for the large Carl Frei
concert organ, De Schugt, and we were
treated to an exhibition of stylistic
street-organ grinding by the museum's
youthful doyen of the drivewheel,
Eric.

Then everyone was permitted to take
a turn at making music by the handle
and the varying degrees of success
which our members achieved demon-
stated clearly the fact that "grinding"
an organ is neither easy nor eftortless.
Secretary Reg Waylett and Archivist
Keith Harding both requested not to
have their pictures published . . .

Into the big organ hall for some
renaissance music on the Aalstar
Gavioli (pictured in colour on page
251), some extraordinarily melodious
boogey-woogey on the giant Mortier
lOl-key dance organ, and some dance
music on the Hooghuys.

The best of Dutch beer and hos-
pitality made for a most enjoyable
and convivial evening ending with a
very late bus ride back to Amsterdam.

Sunday morning was a visit to tle
Kunkel's organ warehouse at Haarlem.
The half-hour bus ride took a turn
ior the unexpected when, the Dutch
driver having failed to locate ttre river-
side venue in ancient llaarlem, stopped
a policeman for help. The officer called
up for help as he didn't know where it

One for the table-top

The market for the smaller type of table-top musical boxes was very large
indeed and many dozens of difierent styles were made representing all
the disc box makers. As a percentage of all disc boxes made, more than
70 per cent of the market was in boxes with discs under l2ins in diameter.
Above is one example of this enormously popular genre, tfrle centre-drive
Polyphon playrng discs 8|ins in diameter. Picture by Sotheby's Belgrauia.
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v/as eitler. The upshoot was a police
escort for the final stage of the journey
which somehow added an air of impor-
ance to the visit.

Kunel's, named after the late funder
of this organ-owner's club, is a large
and rather resonant building contain-
ing a number of instruments which are
lookeci after by the club members and
their families. Our visit was bv ar-
radgement with chairman Coon 

- 
Alta

and the building was opened up espec-
ially tor us. There followed an hour
of cof,ee and cookies to the accompani-
ment of some fine instruments which
included " De Carillon ", " ]upiter "
and " De Puntcap ".

One organ of particular interest was
a beautiful cart-mounted instrument
named " De Adriaen " built entirelv
from scratch by club executive H Vair
der Heuvel who is by trade a construc-
tion engineer. At the conclusion of the
visit, president Arthur Ord-Hume
warmly thanked our hosts and, as a
token of our appreciation for their
entlusiasm and efforts, presented the
club with a one-year membership to

our socref,y.
Although the programme ofrcially

concluded at mid-day, a number of
members were staying on and it was
arranged that they should visit the
workshop of Giis Perlee, the last of
the street organ builders in Amster-
dam's Westerstraat. Here we were
given a rnost cordial welcome and
treated to a detailed and musical tour
of the instruments in the Perlee stable.
These included music on an instrument
which has just been sold to Japan, as
well as on the much-travelled organ
De Arabier, the Flamingo (a l0O-year-
old Limonaire rebuilt as a book orgarn
in I9I0 and a few years ago restored
and re-named) and several others.

And so came to an end a meeting
which, judging by the comments of the
members taking part, was a great
success. The invitation of fan-Jaap
Haspels to repeat the tour and hold a
second visit to Holland in a year or
so was gratefully accepted and it is
expected that a further meeting will be
staged with our Dutch members in due
course. O

Winter Meeting
THE Autumn 'Meeting of the Musical
Box Society of Great Brltain was held
on Saturday October l4th, 1978, at the
Kensington Close Hotel, London.
Registrations totalled ll2 and in splte
of early morning fogs which delayed
those travelling from the South and
West, the maiority had arrived by the
time our first speaker took the
platform.

Our president and editor, Arthur
Ord-Hume, spoke on the Development
and Classification of the Music Clock,
a talk copiously illustrated with slides
which proved to be provocative as well
as educational and which was well
received by those present.

Our second speaker was archivist
Keith Harding who, it turned out, had
a surprise up his sleeve. Two stalwart
assistants carried up to the platform
a nicely-grained rectangular box which
turned out to be the prototype of the
twin l9tein Polyphon (see Keith's
advertisement on the back cover)
which he has named the Gemini. This
was duly demonstrated by means of a

pair of standard Polyphon discs and
then by the A and B discs of Scott
foplin's The Entertainer which were
used to demonstrate the Etches ]ubillee
back in the summer.

While the Etches machine was elec-
trically-driven, Keith Harding claims
for his Gemini that it is the world's
largest new spring-driven music box !

After the luncheon interval. Brian
Oram, who had only iust managed to
make it up from the country due to
thick fog, delivered his talk entitled
" Organ Bonking " which resolved into
a discussion on the punching out of
organ music. He illustrated the methods
of making and perforating cardboard
music with a description of a machine
which he himself made. This he was
able to contrast with a brand new
punching machine created by our
member Brian Beaver which was on
exhibition.

After the tea interval began a slide
show comprising slides taken by mem-
bers who attended our Dutch meeting
earlier in the autumn (see separate

meeting report). Following on these
mementos of a memorable week-end as
guests of the Utrecht museum, Arthur
Ord-Hume produced a disarmingly
large quantity of colour slides which
he had taken on his recent visit to tle
United States when he attended the
MBSI meeting at Sarasots, Florida, and
then visited the collection of Murtogh
Guinness and that of our vice-president
Hughes Ryder.

The first slides he showed were of an
instrument which he introduced as be-
ing without doubt the very first at-
tempt at making an instrument of the
type later to be called a juke-box.
This was the prototype, never com-
pleted, of William Atlee Drysdale's
automatic Symphonion. He showed a
number of fine, detailed pictures of
this complex mechanism which worked
not unlike a modern record-changer in
that it dropped discs one at a time
onto a horizontal playing mechanism
from a stack situated above the music-
work and which could be programmed
to play any particular disc any number
of times, He then described his search
through the New York patent office
library for the patents and his final
discovery of the documents relating to
this Philadelphia-built instrument in of
all places the London patent office
library !

Included among his other slides were
pictures of the fabulous Guinness col-
lection and detail views of Hughes
Ryder's Francois Nicole box with the
serial number 3.

During the meeting, two musical
novelties were raffled and ;the proceeds
came to €48.50 which money goes into
the Society's funds.

Among foreign visitors welcomed to
our meeting were two members from
Germany including Peter Georg
Schuhknect, president of the German
society for mechanical music history,
and Ralph Masure and guest from
Miami, There was also an encouraging
number of new members who were
attending their first meeting,

The display of musical boxes in-
cluded a most unusual cylinder box
with a mother-of-pearl tune-sheet let
into the lid. Owned by Paul Ziff, this
will be pictured in the journal shortly.
Also there was a 25in Symphonion on
disc bin. the first we have ever had at
a meeting. o

Keith Harding's Polyphon Twin
HIGHLIGIIT of the Winter Meeting
of the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain was Keith Hardlng's unvelllng
of his latest new creation - a cabin-
trunk-style double disc l9fin Polyphon.
Called the Gemini after the zodiacal
sign representing Castor and Pollux,
twin sons of Leda, King Thestius's
daugbter whose lover dlsguised himself
as a swan, there is nothing mythlcal
about this latest from the [fornsey Road
team.

The Gemlni nakes use of two per-
fectly standard Polyphon comb/star-
wheel and bedplate assemblies. The
big difference is in the clockwork
driving motor which, although using
two standard Polyphon-type springs,
conprises a newly-fabricated double
assembly detailed plctures of which
will be published in our next issue.
Claimed to be the largest new clock-
work-poweted musical box in the world

today, the Gemini will play standard
discs or A and B settings of tunes. So
far, Keith Harding has had one such
set arranged and punched by Patch
Pearce this is Scott loplin's
The Entertainer.
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With TIM CHAPMAN-WEBB

Estabtished 1954

18 YEARS IN PERIOD MECHANICAL MUSIC PUTS US MILES AHEAD IN EXPERIENCE

A fine small 12 air fusee drive barrel organ signed on the keyframe ,wEEKS,s R L MUSEUM,
TICHBORNE STREET' (opened c. 1802 closed 1834) in original mahogany carrying case (not
shown)' Size : 2lin high x lTin wide x 8.5in deep. Two ranks of metal pipes with either/or
stops.

ONE OF OUR CAREFULLY SELECTED PERIOD PRICES

II, SHIP STREET GARDENS, BRIGHTON, E. SUSSEX
T e I e p h o n e : 027 3-21 903 177 Zli4

PERIOD INSTRUMENTS ONLY
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anything near PerfectioD.
My first items this nonth are all

"asr6ttes 
from museum collections'

Side one
Nicole box
forte-piano
quality, a

tunes on a
s with a nice
of Mozart, a

en the Winkel
Il matimonio

for the cogniscente.

as the title of this cassette'
What I like about this

ins is the fact that the S

tel"l You quite clearlY h
tape lasts - 45 minutes

The
us thre
Chopin
E Flat
on the Steck Duo-Art.

The ever-popular Wedding of tfe
Painted Doll starts Side two on the
Kuhl & Klatt mandoline and xYlo-

ment.

mains pneumatic. The organ buft will know-that some

of the electric organs on th^e marKet
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NORFOLK POLYPHON CENTRE
(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all forms of

MECHANICAL IIUSIC and CLOCtr(S

LOCHMANN'S ORIGINAL AND ALDER/FORTUNA TWIN.
DISC MECHANISMS FROM MACHINES CURRENTLY IN

STOCK AT BAWDESWELL.

THESE PHOTOS SHOW THE ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

TO PROBLEMS ARISING WHEN DRIVING TWO LARGE

DISCS FROM A SINGLE MOTOR.

BOTH THESE MACHINES REQUIRE SPECIALLY PAIRED

DISCS WITH LOCATING SLOTS CUT TO ENSURE SYN-

CHRONISATION OF STARTING POINTS.

A wide range is stocked and
offered at highly competitive

prices.

DISC ITTACEINES

CXIJINDEB BOXES

OB,CEEIITBIONS

ONGANS

SINGING BIBDS

AUTOIIIATA

AND X'INE CLOCKS

Wood Farm,

Bawdeswell,

East Derehrffi,

Norfolk

Cff^

ON B1I45 ONE MILE EAST
OF BAWDESWELL VILLAGE

'Ielephone Bawdeswell 230

We are always available during weekends. Please confirm weekday visits beforehand.
Planes and trains can be met in Norwich.



end of the comb, T,he box, described
as at interchangeable, is in fact a glove-
hook changeable, tb.erc being a vast
amount of difference. The box plays
very well and is feafured on seven
tracks :rs do boxes by " Nichol "
Fr6res which, before you catch your
breath at the discovery of a new manu-
facturer, is just another example of
that common error of mis-spelling
" Nicole ".

The disc, with its beautifully-de-
signed and colour illustrated sleeve,
comes with a separate sheet offering
additional details of the boxes and
the music, Personally, if this is the
standard of Beck's records (this orne,
temptingly, is described as Volume l),
I await subsequent volumes with en-
thusiasm. And if you want to hear
what a recording should sound like,
treat yourself to this one,

A treat of a difierent sort is to be
found on Klokken en Klokkenspel den
Dom Utrecht available from the
Utrecht museum and other record
outlets in the Netherlands. Although it
says so nowhere on the disc, this is a
Philips pressing and the number is
6812 554.

As the title suggests, this is a con-
cert of music played on the great
Hemony carillon of Utrecht's Dom
cathedral. The music played is mel-
odious in the extreme with a well-
chosen mixture of the new and the
old, the traditional and the not-so.
It begins with the air and variations
on Handel's The Harmonious Blnck-
smith followed by a modern piece by
Henk Badings which is not unpleasant.
Bach's Prelude BWV 1007 follows and
the side ends with a most unusual and
moving ringing of the six bells of the
Gothic peal ranging through the 1660
kg Maria Magdalena to the great 8200
kg Salvator - the peal representing

A FOUNDER DIES
FOUNDER member and first treasurer
Frank S Greenacre died on August 29,
1978, after a long illness. He was 48.

Older members will recall Frank's
cheerful presence at our very earliest
meetings. A lover of quality musical
boxes, Yarmouth-born Frank lived with
his wife, Glynis, and three daughters
at Gorleston-on-Sea in Norfolk. His
profession was that of local government
officer.

He was taken ill sorre five years ago
and was forced to retire from all
activities and for the past three years
or so has been confined to his bed.

Many will join in extending their
sympathy to Mrs Greenacre and her
daugtrters, His collection is to remain
within the family.

Death of Fortnum Chief
THE death in Toronto on October 22,
1978, of. Willard Garfield Weston will
be regretted by all who recall his
enthusiasm for mechanical music which
was demonstrated by the large display
of antique instruments formerly in
Fortnum and Mason's store in London's
Piccadilly. He was 80.

Canadian-born Garfield Weston. a
deeply religious man who never liked
to be photographed, collected musical
boxes more than 45 years ago. " I had
maybe a dozen boxes", he told. The
Music Box once, " Then my chrldren

- I had nine - 
got married and they

CALENDAR T979
fanuary l2th, l3th, l4th
Musical Box Society International.

East Coast Chapter Meeting, Stam-
ford, Connecticut, USA,

March (date to be finalised)
Musical Box Society of Great Britain,

Regional meeting (venue to be
advised).

March (date to be finalised)
Musical Box Society International.

West Coast Chapter Meeting, Bill
Toeppe, Orange, California, USA.

the setting in motion of 26,000 kilo-
gr:rmmes of bells !

Side two gives us Bach's BMV 147
which, as everybodys knows, is fesu,
ioU of man's desiing, followed by a
beautiful rendition of that most mov-
ing of ]ohn Dowland's laments, FJom,
mA teares, arranged by Jacob van Eyck.

Sir Herbert Hamilton Harty, whose
work with the Hall€ Orchestra in the
early thirties was so invaluable, would
have been delighted indeed to find his
Little Fantasg and Fugue ringing out
Over the mediaeval r rooftops of
Utrecht; the more so to find it is.
track on this record, which it is.

fune 2nd, 3rd
Musical Box Society of Great Britain.

Annual General Meeting, London,
England.

September l3th, l4th, l5th, l6th
Musical Box Society International.

Annual meeting, Olympic Hotel,
Seattle, Washington, USA.

Convenlion qnd Evcnl Organiserc ua inviled to
sead in dates for regular Dubllcation ,o aid
memberc throughoul thc woild in plonning their
DuliciDation.

Carilloneur Chris Bos closes off the
disc with his improvisations on the
trutte Gree,nsleeues.

Good carillon recordings are even
today, rare. This one goes a long way
to redressing the balanie. The rdcord-
ing is excellent and the sleeve frornt
with its antique look - a fascimile of
an early lTth Century view of the
Dom surrounded by, today, unfamiliar
windmills and engraved before the l8th
Century storm which blew down tle
centre of the cathedral (damage
which was never to be repaiied) -and uncluttered appearance ContriSutes
to a worth-while package. A O-H

continued from page j39

I think this is a defect which has
encroached as it is hard to believe
that it was a feature of a new box.
The shift takes about I / 16in on
the cam, equivalent to about
3l32in at the cam tooth, so if the
stud is raised by this amount it
will advance the whole shift period

all wanted to carry a box away. " His
resurgence of interest came one day
when he walked into Rita Ford's shop
in New York and suggested he would
like to set up an exhibition at the
famous old London store of which he
was chairman. Through Rita he was
introduced to Keith Harding who for
several years worked assiduously to
create the collection.

At the opening ceremony held in
London on November 6, 1973, he said:
" Musical boxes all over the world are
becoming more and more sought after
and they are not just an ordinary
investment : they are beautiful things
to have. "

He entertained the committee of the
Society on that evening and said :
" How very much I enjoy reading The
Music Box. I think it's just great and
you fellows are doing such wonderful
things. I have all the copies at my
bedside."

A full member of the Society,
Garfield Weston asserted: " I'm back-
ing musical boxes." Ilowever, business
pressures 

- he headed up several major
retailiDg chains-and the changing
pattern of business economics after the
1974 depression forced him to close his
large museum-like display rooms. In
a typical gesture of his respect for the
instruments, he presented most of his
valuable collection to the Victoria and
Albert Museum where some of it is
on open exhibit today.

We extend our condolences to Mrs
Marguerita Weston and the nine child-
ren of his former marriage.

to before the stop. In practice less
than half this addition to the stud
height will the
shift before asily
be tested by suid-
able thickn rune
change lever near the stud.

stud is usually
with the cylin-
case the depth

f the stud is
scarcely aftected by a small altera-
tion in its height. It can be

to the stopping point. This is also
a reminder that any distortion of
the pin on the stop arm also affects
the stopping position of the
cylinder and therefore the relative
period of the shift.

Having corrected any fault in the
stop arm and decided from the
shim thickness the amount bv
which the stud is to tre altered,
pause a moment to examine the
curved stud more closely. You
may well find the scars of a pre-
vious attack upon it by some iron
fighter who had a big vise and
heavy hammer but limited thought.
So, outline the existing shape on
a piece of stiff card, mark the new
required position of the point, and
gently bend the stud to the new
shape. Then test again, and verify
that the whole operation is within
the non-playing zone of the cylin-
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'W.7. uarL@s & 9(.7n g V" Specialists in

MUSICAL BOXES

CLOCKS

DUTCH FURNITURE

Antique Dealers
AMSTERDAM

Nw. Spiegelstraat 68. Telephone 020-220740.
Herengracht 298. Telephone O2O-257j50.

Open daily from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
(Herengracht is closed on Mondays)

CAlinder musical box bA Metert &
Langdorff of Geneoe. Circa 1848.

The comb has 301 teeth. The large
diameter cglinder with approximatelg

40,000 pins plaAs 4 Operatic
Ouertures bg Rossini and Bellini.

Comb 54 cms long. Cglinder 54 cms
Iong by 9.7 cms dhmeter.

The lid of the aboue
musical box is beautifullg
inlaid in uarious uoods.
This rare cglinder musical
box, 76.5 cms long, 26.5 cms
wide and 20.5 cms high uas,
after restoration, sold to the
National Museum oan Speelklok
tot Pierement in Utrecht,
Holland.

As the largest specialists on the Continent of Europe we have on ofter a permanent stock of over 60 FULLY
RESTORED musical boxes both cylinder and disc types.

The quality of our restoration is of the highest level. All Boxes are sold fully guaranteed with official
certificate. Frequently rare and spectacular pieces are available for sale.
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THE GREAT CHESS AUTO-
MATON by Charles Michael
Canoll. Dooer Publications, New
York. 1l6pp, 2l5mm (8lins) by
l37mm (5$ins), illustrated, sewn
with drawn-on couers, 52.00.

There is no artificial mechanism
in the world of automata more
famous than Wolfgang von Kem-
pelen's chess playing machine.
What perhaps makes this the more
extraordinary is that, unlike such
genuine masterpieces as Vaucan-
son's duck and the Jaquet-Droz
androids in Switzerland, this piece
was a fake. But it was as a fake
that it gained for itself and its
exhibitors - Kempelen later sold
it to Maelzel who made his name
with it-considerable notoriety and
etched its way firmly into the space
between the reality of fact and the
realisation of automation.

This is a most extraordinary
little book which Dover Publica-
tions has seen fit to issue under the
classification of chess and games
books. Don't let that put you off
reading Carroll's skilful and com-
mendable history of this piece.

I must admit to an early dis-
illusionment with the author when,
on page ix of the introduction I
read: " Maelzel built a so-called
Panharmonicon (a kind of mech-
anical orchestra worked by weights
acting upon cylinders) . . .". This
terrible piece of nonsense was first
penned by some befrocked hack
guillman long since turned into
dust and has been quoted as gospel
far too often by far too many.
However. this turns out to be

Carroll's " deliberate mistake " as
from then onwards he shows his
prowess as a practised researcher.

There have been manv accounts
purporting to be explanations of
how the chess-player worked. To
a great extent, the actual detail of
the mechanism is still as much of
a mystery as ever, but Carroll has
dug remarkably thoroughly into the
complete history of the thing. He
tells us, for example, the names of
the many chess masters who
directed it from within. Among
the intriguing little details he gives
us are that the operator had re-
course to a " mechanical noise
machine " which he (or she, be-
cause there was a lady operator as
well) could set in motion to cam-
ouflage any untoward sounds from
within such as a sneeze, also that
the candelabra placed on the chess-
board top was not solely to pro-
vide light but to mask the smell of
burning wax from the candle used
inside.

When the chess-player went on
tour in America, even though it
was exposed as a hoax on several
occasions, it retained its public
attraction. Ultimately after its
owner, Maelzel, had died and his
body been sent to the ocean
bottom weighted with lead shot,
the pseudo-automaton spent its
final days in a store where, for-
gotten, it was burned when fire
spread from the National Theatre
at the corner of Philadelphia's
Ninth and Chestnut streets to
engulf the Chinese Museum.

An engagingly written little book
which should find a place in the
libraries of all interested in auto-
mata-both real and alleged. A O-H

century masterpiece by Thomas
Dalham (the automatic organ pre-
sented by Queen Elizabeth I to the
Sultan of Turkey in 1599), to the
oldest barrel organ in existance to-
day. This, dating from 1502 at
Saltzburg Castle is illustrated and
described, as is also a remarkable
barrel organ preserved in the Karl
Marx University in Leipzig which
plays Mozart's K 618.

Chapter 3 deals with the develop-
ment of the barrel organ and includesan excellent cross-section drawing
showing clearly the construction and
working of an English barrel organ,
The popularity of the barrel organ in
England during the period 1750-1850
is emphasized, with a description and
more information on the largest barrel
organ ever the " Appolonicon "
built by Flight and Robson and com-
pleted in 1817. This took five years to
build, stood 24ft high and was regu-
larly opened for public recitals in
London.

A most interesting sale catalogue of
the stock of Messrs Flight and Robson
at l0I St Martin's Lane, London, is
reproduced. The story of the Earl of
Bute's barrel organ and a series of
plates showing a large barrel organ
belonging to the Earl of Kirkwall are
also included.

The EnS,lish church barrel organ ris
described and how it became commonly
used in country churches during the
first half of the l9th century. Many
references are given to church barrel
organs and their advantages for the
accompanying of singing. The small
English chamber barrel organ is de-
scribed their builders and their use in
accompanying dancing. There are many
excellent photographs of organs in
private collections,

Chapter 4 emphasizes the popularity
of the barrel organ in Victorian times,
giving details of the barrel organs at
the Great Exhibition. The French
barrel organs and their production at
Mirecourt and small bird organs and
their difference from English barrel
organs are described. The development
of the barrel organ in France and
Germany is given and a description of
Maelzel's Panharmonicon on which
Beethoven's Battle of Vittoia was set,
known to be his l(hh symphony. A
remarkable barrel organ that would
compose variations on a theme that
was called the " Componium " built by
the Dutch organ builders, Diderich
Nicholas Winkle. is described.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the flute
playing clock. These remarkable small
barrel organs worked by clockwork
and discharged by a clock movement
usually every three hours, were popu-
larized by the King of Prussia, Freder-
ick the Great, at Potsdam during the
middle of the ISth century and some
magnificent examples of these musical
clocks survive today, including three
clocks made by Primitivas Nemec,
Court Librarian to Prince Esterhazy.
The charming pieces set on the barrels
of these flute clocks were specially
composed by Joseph Hayden.

In England a huge and magnificent
musical clock with organ and auto-
mata was built by Henry Bridges in
1718. It was called the "Mierucosn".
There is a detailed description and
orint copv from the British Museum
bf this ci6ck with a list of eight tunes

BARREL ORGAN by Arthur W I
G Ord-Hume. George Allen and
Unwin, London, and A S Barnes,
New York. 567pp., 253mm (10ins)
by 190mm (7lins), illustrated, L15,
($25.00).

For the barrel organ enthusiast
this book dealing with all aspects
of the history and construction of
the mechanical organ which is the
oldest of all mechanical instru-
ments would make a valuable ad-
dition to his library.

Throughout its long and hon-
ourable history the barrel organ,
king of mechanical instruments, ap-
pears to be but briefly documen-
ted, and to most enthusiasts to-
day there have been less than
haif a dozen books available deal-
ing with the subject, and out of
these few go into any great detail
on the history and construction of
these elaborate and wonderfully

made musical instruments.
Now this new book " Barrel

Organ " throws new light on the
early history of the mechanical
organ from references in Greece in
about 225 BC to organs attributed
to Archimedes and Apollonias of
Perga, to a description of an auto-
matic organ from the 9th century
AD documented by the Banu
Musa " Sons of Musa " which was
probably the most celebrated
group of Arabian wise men of their
day.

On to the ITth century Athanasius
Kircher and his work Musurgia
Uniuersalis of 1650 which shows
barrel pinning principles.

The book has plenty of photo-
graphs and excellent drawings by
Mr Ord-Hume showing clearly the
working of the different kinds of
instruments. All kinds of barrel
organs are described, from the l6th
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SILVER

AN N IVERSARY

C()LLECTI()N

Solocted Anicle
from dre

BUL{-ETIN
of the

MrBS Intdnatioflal

Now available in one authoritative and fascinating
volume are most of the technical articles and other
items of interest. chosen from the Bulletb-of the
Musical Box Society International Much of tlis
material has long been out of print.
In 1,048 pages you will get 188 Bulletin articles cover-
ing History, Cylinder Boxes, Disc Boxes, Repairs,
Nickelodeons, Violin Players, Small Organs, Iarge
Organs and Orchestrions, Pianos, Phonographs, Auto-
mata, Musical Watches, Pictures and Singing Birds,
Collector Aids and Information, plus a section of
Miscellaneous Information.
This is a " must have " volume for all persons
interested in any aspect of Mechanical Music.

Pice postpaid €8.00 Sterling
or $16'00 US funds

PaAable to .-
HUGIIES RYDER

MUSICAL BOX SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
49' SPRINGFIELD AVENUE

su,MMrr, NEw JERSEY,07901, USA

Ten years to usrite : fioe gears to publish !

BARRET ORGAN
by

Arthur W. J. Q. Qsfl-flrrrng
567pp, 144 line drawings, ll5 plates

Text includes organ clocks, fair organs
and player organs

Published at ft8'50. Available post free
for €19.00 from the author (UK only)

ARTHUR W. I. G. ORr>HUME
14 Elmwood Road Chiswiclg Lmdon 1V.4.

(US enquiries to Vestol Press, please)

Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW IAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS
Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss 3382 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.0. Box 12 'ALRESFOBD ' HANTS.

STRUruENTS

\y'ESTERN
ruua[a

Karl Geiringer
Instruments are central to the history of
music. They are the tools of the art.

In Dr Geiringer's book an account of
each period's musical forms and artistic
trends precedes a detailed study of the
instruments that gave them expression.
Primitive tirnes, the Middle Ages, the
Renaissance, the Romantic age and the
modern era are covered in a grand sweep.

376pp
68 half-tone and
13line illustrations

0 04 781005 X
€10.50

P.O. Box 18, Park Lane,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. FIP2 4TE
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that the clock played, these by Handel,
Correlli and John James. Another re-
markable automation musical clock by
Jacob Lovelace of Exeter, c.1720, which
stood l0ft high, 5ft wide and weighed
half a ton, is included.

Several clocks are described from
Cox's Museum in Spring Gardens,
London.

Count Deym's waxworks exhibition
in Vienna is described and how he
became associated with Mozart and
commissioned him to compose music
to be marked on the barrels of three
organ clocks in the waxworks exhibi-
tion gallery.

There are plenty of excellent illus-
trations of organ clocks that are in
existence today both in England and on
the Continent.

Chapter 6, on organs of the street,
gives us a clear insight into the street
scene and the popularity of these small
pipe organs very compactly made with
wooden pipes packed close to each
other and mitred to fit into the organ
case, the whole organ being portable
and carried by a strap round the
musicians' shoulder. There is descrip-
tion of how the ltalians during the
Depression of 1860 to 1875 left Italy
and settled in France, Germany, Eng-
land, Turkey and Russia, bringing their
craft of street organ building with them.

The words of a ballad called
The Organ Ginder by P Brereton of
Dublin, are given, and most charmingly
portray the street musician and his ex-
periences ! There are vivid descrip-
tions of the street organ grinder in
London and how the ltalian and
French seemed to outshine the English
at this form of music making.

There is an illustration of a hand-
some street organ with a marquetry
case by Netchada, and also an adver-
tisement of 1905 from a Thibouville
Lamy catalogue for street orgBns with
15 notes and 3 stops for f7.10.

Chapter 7 deals with pneumatic
player organs. The second page camies
a print of Debain's antiphonel, which
was a player mechanism which could
be fitted to the keyboard of a har-
monium. and was claimed to be a
substitute for an organist, and without
any knowledge of music a person could
play hymn tunes and chants I Numer-
ous kinds of free reed organettes are
described including Merritt Gally's
self-playing reed organ, The Aeolian
pipe organs wittr roll pneumatic action
ind also the Orchestrelle are included
in this section,

Section 8 pursues the book music
and show organ with pages of excellent
illustrations of examples of these
instruments.

Chapter 9
tailed drawin
playing order
with referen
cluded This section starts with empha-
sising the importance of proper under-
standing o
and warns
glues. The
temptation
handmade
The great care necessary in ttre re-
moval of rusty screws and in general
the taking of the barrel organ to pieces
and tfie removal of the pipes from ttre
rack and soundboards is outlined in
detail.

The tuning of the pipes is touched
on, and a book is recommended for
those who wish to further their studv
of this fine art.

Chapter ll gives detailed instructions
on how to pin the barrel of a serinette
by the dial method based on foseph
Engramelle's La Tonotechnie of 1775.
An engraving of the tools requ'ired, a
serinette with noting dials and also
how a piece of music is set out for
pinning with the stave notation in-
cluded for comparison. Calculations are
given for setting tunes on a barrel that
will take 20 seconds to turn.

John Flight invented a " Micro-
meter " for use when noting the
barrels: a diagram of this ingenious
machine is given, and its working
principles clearly explained.

The final Chapter 12 is devoted to a
Iist of makers of mechanical organs
which includes many makers up until
now unknown and unrecorded.

The text throughout the book is well
expressed and imaginatively compiled,
and through obviously years of pain-
stakingly trouble and research into this
hitherto neglected subject " Barrel
Organ," I feel tlat credit should go
to Arthur Ord-Hume for such an ex-
cellent book, FREDDY HILL

MECHANISCHE SINGVOGEL
bg Published
bg strasse ,zI'
D' Germang'

152mm
colour.

singing
birds are
any title
hundred
enthusias

- the first edition of 1,000 coPies
is now sold out and a rePrint is in
hand - is an admirable Primer to
the subject which, although better
suited to the German-reading user,
will prove of interest to everyone.

The book opens with an intro-
duction by Dr Helmut Zeraschi of

TIIE recent massive fluctuations in

difrcult to show true prices of books
outside their countrY of origitr.
Those interested in forelgn tltles
are advlsed to purchase through a
reputable collectors' book outlet
locrl to them, or to wrlte to the
publisher first for a quotatlon.

I*ipzig, author of so many fine
works on the barrel organ in Ger-
many. The first chapter is devoted
to the development of the singing
bird from beginning through to the
present day. This somewhat re-
sum6 style opening is followed by
an examination of the singing bird
in antiquity, in Switzerland and in
France. There is also a brief article
on the cuckoo clock after which is
a guide for the would-be purchaser
advising him of the points to look
for when buying or cataloguing.
A list of museums and major col-
lections containing mechanical
singing birds follows and then
there is a version of the story of
the Chinese emperor and the night-
ingale, so completing the first 48
pages of the book. The balance is
devoted to the plates and a con-
cluding reprint of part of a c.l9l0
Bontems catalogue which many
will find of particular interest.
Generally speaking, the majority
of the illustrations are well chosen
and the captions adequate.

Our member Peter Schuhknecht
is also president of the newly-
formed Mechanical Music History

continued on page 378

Classic work in reprint
THE book Histoire de ln Boite a
Musique, written by Alfred Chapuis
and published in 1956 in French, is to
be published in English lranslation
shortly.

The Foiect is belng undertaken in
America by the Musical Box Society
International whose publication chair-
man Howard Fitch tells The Music Box
that the book, one of the most sought-

work on the bellows can be most
satisfying to the restorer,

Instructions for the careful straighten-
ing out and repair of metal pipes using
hornbeam wood mandrels for the coni-
cal shape pipe feet are detailed. Given
a full understanding of this section on
metal pipes, it would be fairly simple
to make new replacement pipes re-
using the metal from scrapped pipes.
Wood stopped and open flue pipes are
also described and tips are given on
how to carefully clean them, stoP
leaks, re-set the caps and repair the
feet, etc. Free and beating reeds are
described with some excellent draw-
ings.

The reciprocators, key frame and
action are dealt with in detail, an im-
portance stressed on the correct pro-
cedure on carefully removing the rust

is set out,

after of the earlier works, will prob-
ably take between two and three years
to produce.

Negotiations have been finalised be-
tween the original Swiss publishers,
Scriptar, Madame Chapuis and the
MESI and the society has sufrcient
funds to ge the proiect under way.

Further news as to availability will
be published as soon as we hear.
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JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORT0BELLO ROAD,

LONrX)N, W.ll.

Telephone

0t-7xI -14['5

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
SinSrnS Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons
Juvendia

Unusual Clocks
Phonographs

Gramophones
&c

BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Kent Rord, Congresbury, Near Bristol. BS9 sBD.

Tel. STD (0934) Yetton 832220

CYLINDER REPINNING SERVICE

This continues at the rates and on the conditions previously advertised as commencing lst
March 1978. Most repins cost from f,6 to €8 per inch of length.

More than one hundred and fifty cylinders have now been successfully completed"

GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY REPAIRS

We will quote you for repairs to most types of governor but we do not supply parts.

COMPLETE OVERHAULS OF CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES.

We can now ofter full reconditioning of a limited number.
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The unusual and interesting

Beecham's boxes
Member ]ohn Lucas of Potters Bar,
Hertfordshire, located this extract
from a new book of anecdotes about
Sir Thomas Beecham:
" MY FATHER nourished a passion
for musical-boxes of every description,
and the house almost overflowed with
them The visitors who hung up
his hat on a certain peg of the hall
rack, or who absent-mindedly
abstracted the wrong umbrella from
the stand, would be startled at having
provoked into life the cheerful strains
of William TelI or Fra Diaoolo. Bttt
others were serious and solid affairs,
elaborate of building, full of strange
devices how I loved them then-
and how I lament them now ! "

Sir Thomas Beecham, quoted in
" Beecham Stoies", compiled bA
Harold Atkins and Archie Neuman
(Robson Books, t3.50\. Published
September 1978,

Mark identified
Robert Burnett writes from Notting-
ham:
I FOUND the table of maker's marks
assembled by our President and pub-
lished in The ,Music Bot for Summer
1978 (Vol 8, No 6, p240) most interest-
ing. It will certainly be of great value
to members in enabling them to identify
the makers of items from their collec-
tions.

I am able to identify one of the two
marks ,in the table of which the origin
was not known, viz No 54. The three
bees of this mark, or flowers, depend-
lng on how you look at them, are the
mark of Frdres Rochat and I have
seen them on many of the singing bird
boxes which have p4ssed through my
hands. That these boxes were by
Frdres Rochat w:rs quite clear from
the design and workmanship, which
was exactly the same as that of boxes
bearing Fr6res Rochat's stamp. How-
ever, the final proof was provided by
one box which was signed by Frdres

Rochat, as well as having the three
bees stamped on the base plate, Thus
I do not think that there ca,n be anv
doubt that this is the mark of Frdrei
Rochat.

If I may add one very small point, it
is that the " FR " mark used by Frdres
Rochat is often found in an oval as
well as in a horizontal diamond. This
is mark 14 in the table.
Editor's Comment z The original mark,
shown ight in the picture, is of the
same subject as Dr Burnett's insect.
The enlarged and clled-in picture, lelt
aboue, is from a Frires Rochat singing
bird. Points of similaritg are the ar-
rangement in threes about a serial
number of three characters. Howeoer,
the st^mps suggests th^t seDerdl must
hatse been in use for thcre are detail
diverences,

fean-Marie Yerheggen writes Irorr
Enbourg, Belglum:

I AM sending photographs of two
pieces in my collection which I feel
might be of general interest. The first
is a Nicole Freres Grand Format Ouver-
ture which has a cylinder 41.5cm in
length playing a 240-tooth comb. It
plays the overtures Parsina by
Donizetti (1833); Barber of Seville by
Rossini (1816); Gustave by Auber
(actually this is Gustave III, first per-
formed in 1833); and II Matrimonio
Segreto by Cimarosa (1792).

The box performed extremely well
and has very many points of similarity
with the box illustrated in The Music
Box volume 7 page 143, This one,
belonging to Keith Harding, has the
serial number 31021. Mine is 31023
and the gamme number is 1404.

The second piece which I have pic-
tured is a sectional-comb movement
having 53 groups of two teeth. The
cylinder is 24,5cm in length and 3lmm
in diameter. It features a curious
system for tune-changing as seen in the
pictures. The mainspring barrel is
On the right are
two pictures o f
fean.Marie Verheg-
gen's Nicole Freres
Grand Format box
which is ratchet-
bandle worr,nd.
Pictures of the
sectional - comb
movsment referred
to above appear on
page 376.

o

tT h e m5rsterious
nark now identi-
fied by Dr Burnett
as being that of
Freres Rochat, be-
low.

Christopher Proudfoot writes from
Christie's South Kensington :

MANY thanks for yet another splendid
Music Box, in which I am particularly
gratified by the pieces on the Lawater
box and the power-locking changeable.
However I fear that you have well and
truly put your foot in it in the penulti-
mate paragraph of the latter article.
On page 7l of the present volume there
is indeed illustrated a glove-hook
changeable musical box, but it bears
no resemblance at all to the movement
described in the present article beyond
the fact that it was sold by Christie's
South Kensington and not Sotheby'sl
The Sotheby's glove-hook box, as I
mentioned in thg September l3th sale

supported on a large bracket which
carries a most unusual ratchet and
click system, The stop arm is also
unusual being attached to the sideplate
of the governor assembly at a very
torward position.

The attachment of the right-hand
spring barrel arbor support is equally
unorthodox: it is screwed through a
slot in the bedplate in which the lower
portion of the spring barrel also pro-
jects.

This musical movement plays four
airs from Weber's Der Freischutz first
performed in 1821.

Editor's Comment z WelI, this is cer-
tainlg a most unusual piece and the
more one looks at it the more it
demonstrates hithert'o (to me) fresh
qualities. The comb is, of course, a
" right-to-Ieft ". What I find oery
intiguing are the two curued leuers,
presumablg the control leDers, at the
gouernor end. It mag be that these are
attached not to the musical moDement,
but to the case. The chapge-snail is in
the form of e lantern pinion rather
than the usual star-wheel form,

Sold at Chrisby's Southgr 
^via 

. . .
catalogue, was very similar to this
forte-piano movement, You might be
interested to know that following the
appearance of this article a member
telephoned me to say that he has an
identical movement, unfortunately with
only one cylinder and no case. The
latter is particularly disappointed, as
I would have liked to know whether
the case also bore the trade-plate of
Messrs Emmanual of Portsea.

Editor's Comment z Apologies all round.
A fascinating sequel to the poa)er-
lockmg changeable will appear in the
next issue, This brings together the
names of Karrer and Capt I

More letters on page j76.
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THE PLAYER PIANO PEOPLE
for playerc and everything to do with players, new and old

NEW AEOLIAN PLAYER. PIANOS PEDAL AND ELECTRIC

NEW KIMBALL PLAYER PIANOS EIECTRIC

NEW PLAYER ORGANS NICKELODEONS

Mastertouch, lazzmaster, Evergreen and QRS music rolls available from stock
Duo - Art and Ampico new rolls

Secondhand playerS--aa&music rolls. 88 and 65 note usually in stock

Repair materials and books. 18 sizes tubing, 4 types of leather, 4 types of cloth in stock

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Carnbridge ola Cornpary
1 Lyndevode Road.Carnbridge Cbl 2llL. telept\one O22f -1lllc6/86l1D46 O22A1t96

Just off Kensington High Street, this 54O
bedroom hoteloffers guests every amenity
from a swimming pool, sauna and squash
courts to two inspiring restaunants and
intimate bars.There is a wide variety of rooms
available for conferences, dinner dan@s or
even small meetings. And the hotel boasts
the enviable peace and quiet of its own
watergardens.

For fu fther details contact
The Manager
Kensington Glose Hotel,
WightsLane,
KensingtonWSSSP
Tel:Ol-9378170

Selected by the Musical Box Society of
Great Britain as the venue for its
London meetings.
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f,u

Hotels
Forrcseryations atthe Kensington Oose,
and.nearly 9(X) other hotels worldwide
telephone yournear€stTHFR€sen ations Office:
London (}|-5673444. Manches!ero61-9@ 6111.
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More trade marks
Two more trade marks are advised.
the first is from C H Kok of Wassenaar
in Holland who writes :

lN The Music Box No 6, 1978, con-
cerning identification marks, you men-
tion that you welcome additions,

So I can tell you, there is in my
small collection, a box, with a mark,
I do not find in your list.

The mark is etched into each of the
two combs (45 tones) of a cylinder-box
with 19 " flutes ". Its restoration, done
by myself and Mr Baud, is almost
finished.

The mark has under it a serial
number, 8170.

so kind to let me know?
I thank you in advance!

Editor's Comment zAng comment from
members ?

Lyn Wright of Stowbridge in Wor-
cestershire contributes the following on
the same subiect :

I WAS very interested in your article
on trade marks. I enclose a sketch of
a mark found recently on a small
movement probably out of an album.
I suppose this must be the mark of
A L Cuendet which you date as
c. 1810, but the movement certainlv
was much later than this, probably
in the last quarter of the century.

a familA symbol sincs French for
stoord is " diposti " (I corrected Mr
Wight's first symbol) meatrns. " regis-
tered ". Beneath it is a mouement
serial number.

Theft and valuation
Frank Vogel writes fron London:
IN YOUR editorial column of the
Autumn 1978 issue of The Music Box
you write at some length about Keith
Harding's unfortunate burglary and
comment about the need to protect and
document collectors' boxes.

It seems to me that in addition to
taking the precautions which you sug-
gest, the problem of adequate insur-
ance cover is also important. It must
be heartbreaking to have a collection
stolen; even worse if it is vandalised.
but the loss must be a bit easier to
bear if the collector is reimbursed
realistically by appropriate insurance
cover.

However, with the spiralling prices
of these boxes in an already inflation-

" Serial nr." 8170.

Perhaps you know the maker of this
beautiful instrument, and you will be

11 5 tEg
Editor's Comment z This mark is the
one used bg Auguste L'Epde fromaround 1870. The crossed swords were continued on page 378

fean-Marie Verheggen's interestlng and unusual clock-base movement. See letter on p31ge 374,

tsLc
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MUSICAL BOX PARTS
CYLINDER TYPE

€l
(Ref unded against Orders)

Produced by and auailable from:

L. W. Tew-Cragg
7 GOLDSDOWN ROAD,

ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND

EN3 7QY

T elephone 01. -804-4924
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Aohlosrn

JOHNCOWDEROY
ANTIQUES

Partners:
J. H. COWDEROY

R. COWDEROY
D. J. COWDEROY
R. A. COWDEROY

THE MUSICAL BOX AND CLOCK CENTRE

42 SOUTH STREET.

EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX

Tel: (0323) 20058 Evenings 54590

EASTBOURNE'S MOST INTERESTING

ANTIOUE AND COLLECTORS' SHOP

Antique Musical Boxes, Clocks, Baronret*s,
Furniture, Dolls, Gold, Silver, Jewellery, Watches

and Collectors' ltems

Our Clocks and Musical Boxes are restorod
to a very high standard for your pleasure and

investment

(A few usually available as found)

RESTORATION SERVICE

We ofier free quotations aftor inrpecdon for tfie
rqair and rcctoratlon of AhlTlOtiE Cil-OTGKS and

N'USrcAL BOXES
(inoluding wheel and gear cLrtting, making
missing parts and re-conversions to original
stat€. i.e. Anchor to Verge, missing chiming and

striking tralns made, etc.)

All work carried out by expert c.raftsmen

We also wish to buy all above items

Closed Sundays and Wcdncadrys

KKing&Ghasemore
Specialist Fine Art Auctioneers

Mahogany cased MERMOD FRERES musical box, the
37cms cylinder playing six airs on single comb, with
tune indicator, zither attachment and Mennod Para-
chu e check. Large spring barrel having outside ratchet
and the governor playing slow or fast.

SOIrD FOR f'!to
Sales of rMusical 'Boxes, Polyphons, Phonogr4hs,
Clocks, Watches, Scientific and Musical lnstruments

are held ,Bi.Monthlv at tfre
King & Chasemore

'PULBOROUGH SALEROOMS
Tel.: Fulborough 2O8l
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ayworld makes it extremely difficult
for tle small collector to be sure that
he is adequately insured, and further-
more, that in the event of a burglary
that he will receive realistic reimburse-
ment.

Quite rightly, an insurer might insist
on up to date valuafions of collections;
the collector must be fairly certain
that he is covered for the many possible
eventualities.

I would like to suggest that some
thought is glven by the Society to set-
ting up an advisory sub-committee
which would look into and have avail-
able to members advice about how to

go about and obtain realistic insurance
cover for ttreir (possibly continually
changing) collections.
Editor's €ornment t The problems
which this might incur could well protse
to be tnore than gour alreadg ooer-
worked committee could cope usith.
It is, neoertheless, a course of action
ushich has not escaped our attention
and will be discussed in detail at qn
early date. All this highlights is the
fact that running the actiuities of the
SocietA is a tosk which sti[ falls upon
the shoulders of too few people----and
more work is a task uhick is under-
standablg shehsed.

the slider chests. The roll frame-
the instrument is, of course, paper-
roll playing - he advises buying
in and lists a supplier he recom-
mends.

The plans are obviously drafted
for the enthusiast rather than the
shop floor. To this end they are
far from being examples of the
draughtsman's skill and some of
the simplified spelling (along with
the unconventional and inconsist-
ent penmanship) makes interpre-
tation somewhat less than immed-
iate. Much of the smaller detail
work such as the positioning and
size of fixings, is left to the dis-
cretion of the builder.

For the enthusiast who knows
his organs, though, here is a rare
chance to create almost every
major part of the Wurlitzer 4l-
key organ. For the more venture-
some builder, Mr Stanoszek's in-
structions will serve as a fine basis
upon which to develop the tonal
resources of this size of instrument
by means such as the incorporation
of different registers, extra ranks
and, of course, new and original
music. The author offers to answer
any problems which builders may
have. A O-H

BOOKS continued from page j72

Society in Germany and this, his
first work on the subiect, is a
commendable and attractive intro-
duction to an aspect which has so
far not earned itself the benefit of
a place in literature. A O-H

THE COMPLETE CATALOG OF
AMPICO REPRODUCING PIANO
ROLLS bU Elaine Obenchain,
William H Edgerton, Box 88,
D ar i e n, Connecticut, 06820.
197pp, 296mm (lltins) bg 223mm
(9|ins\, hardbound, mostlg repro-
duced from tgpewritten originals.
Price on application.

The one thing which Ampico
never did, much to the regret of
the latter-day Ampicophile, was to
produce a complete catalogue of
rolls. Indeed, so complex was the
original numbering system that
this is probably understandable.
What Elaine Obenchain has done,
then, is to attempt to unravel the
complex numbering systems and
do what Ampico never got around
to doing - numbering, dating and
iteming recordings.

The first part of this monumen-
tal catalogue deals with the Stod-

dard-Ampico system, the dated
number system, the standard num-
berring system, the mn-numbered
rolls and the technical, instruction
and accompaniment rolls.

Part two gives us the composers
of Ampico selections, followed by
part three which is artists 4nd
their recordings - a most useful
check list. The concluding part
four is an alphabetical listing of
recordings.

No catalogue is meant to be read
through from cover to cover, so
the typography matters little. I
would, though, have liked to see
bigger page nurnbers. This is a book
which must naturally assume the
position of the Ampico Bible and
it is living proof of an editorial task
which must have involved many
years of continuous research. Al-
though proclaiming itself to be
complete, there are some omissions
in the form of numbers, a few
titles and some oddments which
diligent research has failed to tie
up. These are, though, the residue
of Ampico production and no
doubt represent works which never
got beyond the punching room
floor. A O-H

FACSIMILE REPRINTS of rare and
otherwise out-of-print material are now
very much in vogue and this autumn
a crop of recent reprints was received
from the house of Frank Adams. PO
Box 3194, Seattle, Washington 9illl4.

The first of these is ttre July, 1920
Catalogue of Record Music Rolls for

blished by
-numbered)
the largest
performers
romposers

Ampico issued monthly bulletins of
new music plus an on-going list of
available recordings. These little bulle-tins make fascinating reading and
Frank Adams has a volume oi 12 of
these dated from August 1928 through
luly 1929. Ever heaid of the Ampiio
Secretary ? It was specially designed
for Ampico owners and is advertised
in these fifty-year-old relics. Never
heard of it, you say ? Well, its illus-
trated as well .

82-page bookl€t this.
Finally comes the 1908 catalogue of

Wurlitzet Autonatic Musical Insfu-

keys. The trouble is that Wurlitzer
then made a bigger one still - and
naturally had to call it the Mammoth I
This had 122 keys, three windchests
and cost $5,500.

Current prices of these fine reprints
frour Frank Adams. O

WURLITZER - BUILDING
PLANS AND VOICING TIPS
MODEL 10+105 by R M Stanos-
zek. Published bg the author,
Robert M Stanoszek, 16004 Ram-
age ADenue, Maple Heights, Ohio
44137, USA. 47pp plus supple-
ments 11p, 9pp and 9pp, A4 size,
spiral-bound, reproduced from
typescipt and line drawings.
$35.00.

An awareness that original in-
struments are becoming scarcer
and scarcer has brought to the
forefront a need for accurate in-
formation to ena,ble the competent
enthusiast to construct for him-
self replica instruments along
traditional lines, or new mechan-
ical musical instruments.

Robert Stanoszek has met one
aspect of the former category by

providing a complete set of draw-
ings for the manufacture of a
Wurlitzer 104/105 model show-
man's or band organ. The specifi-
cation of this 4l-key instrument is
ample: l4-note melody section com-
prising 14 wooden flageolets and
brass piccolos (these are unisons
based on 2ft pitch) with 14 stopped
diapasons of 4ft, 13 note trumpet
counter melody, 9 note accompani-
ment of string-toned or cello
pipes matched with 6 stopped
pipes, these reinforcing the lower
notes of a l4-note violin pipe
melody section. The bass section
comprises a 5-note open cello rank
and matching bourdon.

Mr Stanoszek limits himself to
illustrating quite comprehensively
the details of the pipework, the
case, the bellows. the additional
percussion wings and details, and
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The Thanet Pninting Wonks

Printers of this Publication

Will be pleased to quote for your
personal or business requirements

Contact W. E. White or C. H. Collister
on (O843) 52323

or write to Thanet Printing Works,

Church Hill, Ramsgate, Kent

Classified
Advertisements
Cash with order at following rates.
Members ; 3p per word (bold type 5D per word).

Minimum cost each advertiseDent f,I.
Non-membes: 6p Der word (bold tyDe 10p Der

word).
Minimum cost each advenisemenl €2.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO: Advenisine
Manage r,

Anhur Hap,7 Victoria Crescent, QueensPark,
Chester, CH4 7AX. England.

FOR SALE
SIGNED CHARLES BRUGUIER (the
elder), pop-up singing bird, encased in
sterling silver snuft box with pure gold
inlay, Both the inside and outside of
the lid covering the bird is of hand-
painted enarnel. The mechanism has a
fusee drive, and employs a set of eight
shifting cams which supply f o u r
different songs. Date circa 1830. Photo
available upon request. This is a
museum piece. Price $8,500 (Carriage
extra). AUTAMUSIQUE LTD., 2 Kent
Place Boulevard, Summit, New Jersey
07901. usA.
Geoff Worrall can supply you with most
materials for PNEUMATIC MECH-
ANICAL INSTRUMENT Repairs. Best
quality imported rubber and synthetic
cloths as well as cheaper British cloths
available. Also stocked, rubber tubing.
Adhesives. Cork and neoprene bonded
cork gasket sheeting. Zephyr skin for
bird boxes. ORCHESTRELLE cloths
and reeds etc. Send l5p for samples
and list to: - M.I.M. Supplies, 16
Barber Road, SHEFFIELD, Sl0 fED.

PIANO roll cabinet, very good double-
door rosewood/mahogany case. Smart
and in excellent condition. Ord-Hume,
14 Elmwood Road, London, W.4. Tel:
or-994 3292.
ATTENTION MUSIC BOX RESTOR-
ERS. We are now manufacturing damp-
ers for Stella music boxes. Immediate
delivery. When ordering individual
dampers, state whether for upper or
lower comb. $1.00 each. minimumorder
of l0 or $95.00 for set of 144 dampers.
Arthur N. Rose, Atlantic Music Box
Company, 59 Anthony Avenue, Paw-
tucket. R.I.02860 U.S.A.
WORLD'S largest stock of music boxes,
coin operated pian os, reproducing
pianos. Large illustrated catalogue €2.50
per copy or EL2 subscription for next
six issues. Money back guarantee. Many
MBSGB members have ordered from
us. American International Galleries,
I802-M Kettering St., Irvine, CA 92714,
USA.

WANTED
B & G (London) DISC PHONOGRAPH
IN BOMBE OAK CASE. APPOLIO
PHONOGRAPH run by hot air engine.
SYMPHO NIO N' GAMBRJNUS',
LIBELLION music box, books, cata-
logues and other literature on Mech-
anical Music published prior to 1960.
MARTIN ROENIGK, 26 BARTON
HILL, EAST HAMPTON, CONNEC-
TICUT,06424. USA.
ORGANETTE ROLIS or endless loops
71" wide with 14 holes for copying
purposes, Condition not too important.
I will return your rolls with photo-
copies on suitable paper for cutting
out and joining up. DAVID SNELL-
ING. Auldoon. Lhergy Cripperty.
Union Mills, Isle of Man.

WANTED r5|in. POLYPHON CABI-
model).
or 9|in.
Rock Co

Tel.

BOX for 4 air lever wound movements.
Internal dimensions 4+" x 91!', also
dampers and bell discs for 2I*" Sym-
phonion bell box. SNELLING. P O
Box 23, Douglas, Isle of man.

EMPTY case for Kalliope l3|in. and
empty case for Symphonion/Polyphon
t3*in. - l5lin. or similar oDe to fit
these bedplates. Also large spring work
for Symphonion/Polyphon. Nitschke,
Hannover, Steinbreite 55, Germany.

HARMONIA DISCS. Size 25cm. Can
anyone please sell me somel Urgently
required! Peter Dobbs. 19 Farm Drive,
Shirley. Croydon. Surrey. 0I-777-1185.

EXCHANGE
I WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE
new colour postcards of automatic
musical instruments for others (one or
many more). OFFERS please to
MARTENS MARIA. Rue Pekelharing
26. B-9OOO. GHENT. BELGIUM.

REPAIR
TUNING SCALE DETERMINATION
for repaired and out-of-tune combs.
Must be mechanically corrected ie pins
and teeth in good order, cylinder and
comb reasonably clean, governor work-
ing. For disc machines, only. combs
and some discs. required. Due to ill-
ness, regret repair and tuning capacity
very limited. For leaflet, apply George
Worswick, 108 Station Road, Bardney,
Lincoln. LN3 5UF.
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NEW MEMBERS
1376 Hans-Andre Stamm, 5090 Leverkusen l, Breiden-

bachstrasse 44, West Germany
1377 A H Scotton, 104 Northumberland Street, Dereham

Road, Norwich, NR2 4EH
lt78 R Connor, 8 Cedar Close,-Horsham, West Sussex
1379 L N Wood, 13 Church Street, Croston, Nr Preston,

Lancashire
f380 C T Ahn, Westland Co, 923 Fulton Avenue, San

Leandro, California 94577, USA
1381 J Howland, 2328 Arcdale Avenue, Rowland Heights,

California 91748, USA
ll82 Noboru Ohmura, 5-4L7-222 Makuhari-Cho, Chiba-Shi,

Chiba, Japan
f383 Case Ter Maaten, Il6l2-68th Street, Mira Loma,

California 91752, VSA
I384 Ragnvald Johannes, Tallbacksvdgen 5, S -752 45

Uppsala, Sweden
1385 K W H Perry, 16 Buckley Crescent, Fairview Park,

South Australia 5L26
1386 R C Lamb, Lunesdale, Hornby, Nr Lancaster
l]87 Mr & Mrs Clarence j Ira, lll4l SW l6th Drive, Port-

land, Oregon 97219, USA
1388 Kenneth L Porter, Tuslog Det 52, APO New York

09380, USA
1389 Dr D H Morgan, Turret House, Middleton Street,

Wymondham, Norfolk
1390 Robert V Kieronski, 37 Catherine Street, Newport,

Rhode Island 02840, USA
f39f D H Erickson, 40 Ridge Road, Glen Rock, New

Jersey 07452, USA
1392 Mr & Mrs K K Leeseberg, clo Ken-Way, Inc, 3[l

Chestnut Street, Addison, Illinois 60101, USA
1393 Jonathan J Holmes (Pianola Workshop), Chy-An-

Goon, Gwinear Road, Hayle, Cornwall
1394 Mr & Mrs John F O'Loughlin, lll Bougainvillea

Drive, Leesburg, Florida 32748, VSA
1395 B Hafliger, I Willowdale Avenue, Heald-Green,

Cheshire
L396 Mr & Mrs A Giragosian, 603 S Walter Reed Drive,

Arlington, Virginia 22204, VSA
L397 Millard M Mier, 5233 North Figueroa Street, Los

Angeles, California 90042, USA
1398 John M May, 1289 N Crescent Heights, Apt D, West

Hollywood, California 90046, USA
1399 Wolfgang Oppelt, Griine Harfe L7, 4300 Essen -Heidhausen 16, West Germany
1400 Mr & Mrs Hugh A D'Andrade, 25 Clinton Place,

Metuchen, New Jersey 08840, USA
l40l Frank C Meer, 4507 - 138 Avenue SE, Bellevue,

Washington 98006, USA
I4O2 Mr & Mrs Lawrence V Compton, 2841 Beechwood

Circle, Arlington, Virginia 22207, VSA
f403 Mr & Mrs John S Ruggieri, Jr, Box 534 RD, I Alvine

Road, Elmer, New Jersey 08318, USA
1404 Mr & Mrs Paul R Eakins, Gay 90's Village, Inc, PO

Box 569, Sikeston, Missouri 63801, USA
1405 Alexander J fordan, President - Treasurer, The House

on the Rock, Inc, 240 Lake Lawn Place, Madison,
Wisconsin 53703, USA

f406 Mr & Mrs I Zeliznak, 165 Williams Drive, West
Paterson, New Jersey 07424, VSA

1407 Jerome Hill, 857 Navajo Street, Salina, Kansas 67401,
USA

1408 Mr & Mrs R Nichols, 602 Norris Drive,
City, Missouri 65101, USA

1409 Mr & Mrs R Zapata, 7336 193rd Street,
New York 11366. USA

Jefferson

FIushing,

l4l9 fulian J Baker, " Swallows Hill ", Fredley Park,
Mickleham, Dorking, Surrey, RH5 6DD

l42O Mrs Ruth B Newland, Crimple Beck Cottage, Malt-
house Lane, Burn Bridge, Ifarrogate, North York-
shire, HG3 IPD

l42l Barry Lee ]ohnson, 1305 Hoover Street, Menlo Park,
California 94025. USA

1422 Mr & Mrs Rice E Berkshire, 1330 Clark Road, El
Centro, California 922+3, VSA

I42J Richard T Lohr, 109 Meadowbrook Road, Williams-
ville, New York 14221, USA

1424 Mrs Ann V Lentell, " Beech Dene ", Brookhouse Hill,
Fulwood, Shefreld, SfO 3TE

1425 Paul D Lewis, 116 East Maple Street, Fayetteville,
Arkansas 7270L. VSA

1426 Elton M Norwood, 610 Downing Street, Denver,
Colorado 80218. USA

1427 G R Grey, Innox House, Colerne, Nr Chippenham,
Wiltshire. SNl4 8AY

1428 Lester Cohn, 5050 Oakdale Avenue, Woodland Hills,
California 91364. USA

1429 B Land, 33 Windsor Road, Redcar, Cleveland, TSl0
2ES

1430 N R Chesterton. 33 Pentewan Road. St Austell.
Cornwall

l4tl Ian Alderman, 42 Clerkenwell Green, London ECI
1432 Ada JVI Woll, 13230 Orange Street, Route I Box 150C,

Corona, California 91720, USA
1433 B Hutchinson, 60 Hamilton Road, Dollis Hill, London

NWr0 9El
l4t4 The Hon Mrs S Chubb, ll7 New Kings Road,

Fulham. London SW6
1435 Mme Henry L'Epee, 29 Rue de Besangon, Sainte

Suzanne 25630. France
l4f6 B Terry Payson, 8218 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma,

Washington 98408, USA
1437 P K Watts, 14 Rock Hill, Chipping Norton, Oxford-

shire. OX7 5BA
1438 Le Lnwood B Wert, 221 N Lansdowne Avenue, Lans-

downe, Pennsylvania 19050, USA
l4t9 Mr and Mrs Robert J Yates, 90I Glenshaw Avenue,

Glenshaw, Pennsylvania 15116, USA
l44O Dieter Wiesmann, Frohburgstrasse 5I, CH-8005,

Zurich, Switzerland.

1410 Ira Warren, Antique Amusements, PO Box 55,
Vanderveer Station, Brooklyn, New York 11210,
USA

1411 Mr & Mrs Robert L Smith, 140 Worthen Road,
Lexington, Montana 02173, USA

I4l2 Mr & Mrs S Bartkowski, 16 Cambridge Road, Verona,
New fersey 07044. USA

l4l3 Delmar T O'Hara, 125 Third Street, Wellsville, Ohio
43968, USA

l4l4 Harold E Reynolds, 21 - 54 80th Street, ]ackson
Heights, New York, New York 11370, USA

l4l5 Mr & Mrs R W Schack, 614 Knox Avenue, Wilnette,
Illinois 60091, USA

l4L6 Lt Col Peter A Graubard, 281,l Valiant Street, Beck
Row, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, IP28 8NF

l4l7 Clive Jones, 16 Penny Lane, Emsworth, Hampshire
l4l8 Severijns Guido, Bunderstraat 6, Meerssen. Nether-

lands

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

J. D. WEIB F.B.H.I.
370 Victoria Avenue, Southend - on - Sea, Essex.

Telephone: Southend 6L468+.

7 years experience in all aspects of musical box repairs.
Work on cylinder boxes also undertaken.

Services offered include :-
* Cylinder re-pinning-no limitation to size.
* All manner of comb work.
* Gutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re-leading etc.
* Re-facing star wheels.
* Setting up and adiusting gantries.
* Motor repairs,

In fact anything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.
Distance genuinely no obiect.

M[[i rcmrocr4 rarnm

PriEtcd for Thc Mrdcal Eor Sodctr ol G!.rt adl|b t? Ttrrnct Prlatlag Wdt!, Ramssatc, K6t.
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Sotheby's Beleravia
hold regular sales of

MechLniculMusic
including cylinder and disc musical boxes, barrel and
paper roll organs, phonographs, gramophones,
juke boxes and automata.

The next sale of automata will take'place on
zoth and zrst Decembe4 1978.

For catalogue requests and further information telephone
or write to HILARY KAY.

Sotheby's Belgtavia,
19 Motcomb Street, London S\ilhX SLB
Telephone: (or) 45 43rr Telegrarus: Gavel, London
Telex: z4454SPBLON-G

A Vichy 'Piertot Serenading the Moon'
musical automaton, last quatter of

rgth century

A z4f inch Lochmann-
OriginaI disc musical box,

c.rgo5

A Paillatd Vauchet & Co.,,e,
I

A \fludizer ror5 juke box, 1946

A tinfoil phonograph, r. r 88o

A Frangois Nicole kcy-
wound cylinder musical box r,r 83 5



Tb,tttb ThrrDfrq
KEITH HARDING and CLIFF BURNETT

BRITAINS LEADING MUSIC BOX SPECIALISTS

Established 1961

The world's first.6lockwork double disc Polyphon playing two t9$in (50cm)

diameter discs at the same time. An entirely new design by Keith Harding using

many of the parts developed for the Silver |ubilee Polyphon. With two 118 note

discs playing at the same time, the instrument produces a beautiful sublime
harmony or " voix celeste " effect. By using a specially arranged set of A and B

discs, fantastic new musical possibilities are opened up to the musical arranger.

The full gamut of. 236 notes makes possible a much greater range of dynamics

between loud and soft passages, a fuller base, fast trills and an exciting mando-

line eftect. We believe that this is one of the most exciting musical boxes ever

to be made and a great step forward in musical box technology. This table model

is surprisingly compact, measuring only 29in long by 17in wide and l5in deep,

and we are proud to ofter with it an entirely new arrang,ement by Patch Pearce,

using A and B discs, of Scott foplin, " The Entertainer ", also available as a single.

Send just 50p for our eight page catalogue of new musical boxes, spares and

accessories, and parts and materials for restoring antique boxes.

Keith Harding, 93 Hornsey Road, London NZ 6DJ
0r-507 61812672

THE " GEMINI " DOUBLE DISC POLYPI{ON


